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Designing New Audiovisual Universes
Bertram Niessen

There are several dimension during an

audiovisual  performance.  Time

management, relation with the space,

chromatic and formal balance, project

and  compos i t ion  coherence,

a u d i o v i s u a l  s y n c ,  l i v e n e s s ,

synaesthesia.

Maybe more than anything else, there

is the immersion. That means realize a

multi-sensorial  ambient  completely

detached  from  “what  is  outside”,  a

world  apart,  deeply  experiential,  a

break with the everyday life.  A one-

way ticket for a spaceship.

Although visual music is an expressive

form that accompanied the twentieth

century,  it  is  absolutely  the  last

decade that the discipline started to

live  alone,  that  everybody  could

benefit  from.  The  audiovisual

performance (or mixed-media, or live

media, or live cinema, or viewsic, or

whatever the name you decide for it)

suffer  the  influence  of  many  other

artistic  forms  that  border  with  it.

Design, architecture, painting, cinema,

music,  theatre,  coding  and  many

others.

.

Recently  I  found  interesting  the

weight  that  design  has  in  the  final

result  for  a  better  performance  .

D e s i g n  i s  a  p r a c t i c e ,  a n

interdisciplinary practice, hang on two

extremes.  On  one  side  there’s  the

project  need  of  goods  production,

materials and not, through a research

of aesthetic and stuff. It is the case of

the Menda bottle ,  of whom Harvey

Molotch talks in the Phenomenology

of the toaster . On the other side it is

an  instrument  that  transform  to

infinite  the  aesthetic  value  of  the
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handmade,  leaving  the  using  value

intact. It is hard to introduce in a fork

radical  modification  to  the  normal

form,  experimenting  new  solution.

So,  I  think  that  the  audiovisual

performance  too  has  this  existent

tension.  During  the  last  years  I

assisted  to  some  refined  technique

shows,  but  not  immersive  by  the

experiential  point  of  view.  It  is  not

only  a  weak  point  this  though.  The

research  can  happen  in  many

dimensions,  even deepen the image

side more than the scenery one. It can

delineate  with  more  precision  the

visions  and  material ize  it  with

elegance  can  be  an  interesting

objective. But they are, in my opinion,

all  occasions  in  which  the  aesthetic

variation is the only one investigated,

without touching the form-type. The

refinement of the work becomes the

principal  objective.  Rarer  are  the

p e r f o r m a n c e s  i n  w h i c h  t h e

interdisciplinary  influence  of  the

design  is  used  as  an  instrument  to

work  on  something  else.  And  this

bring  us  back  to  the  immersion

concept.

.

I  think  the  problem  is  absolutely

political. We are insert in a production

and  consumerist  system  bigger  and

bigger,  besieged  by  goods  and

services  that  proliferates  to  satisfy

every  taste  variation.  Do  we  really

need new form of expression based

only on the aesthetic? I think we need

new  experiences  that  invert  our

course  of  rules  imposed  by  the

society,  state  of  conscience  created

thanks to the design able to make us

imagine  undiscovered  lands.  So

maybe this means change the using

value of audiovisual performances.

In  this  sense  I  suspect  that,  in  the

m a g m a  o f  i n t e r d i s c i p l i n a r y

connections  we  are  talking  since

years, we should start looking at the

theatre,  because  of  the  studies  it

brought  on  the  construction  of

worlds.

.

T h e  a u d i o v i s u a l  f e s t i v a l  a n d
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performances  are  still  refined  and

prestigious  boxes  where  completely

different  contents  are  poured  to  a

final  aesthetic  result.  Let’s  start

thinking about  places,  performances

and fruition modalities that can take

us on the spaceship.
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Cartsen Nicolai, Aesthetics of Error
Monica Ponzini

It is called Xerrox, it is inspired to the

photocopy process, and it is a project

t h a t  e x p l o r e s  t h e  b o r d e r s  o f

recognizability of an information. It is

the last creation of Carsten Nicolai  ,

a.k.a. alva noto . It is a live for laptop

and  v ideo,  where  the  or ig inal

sampling  is  reproduced  and  varied,

disturbed  to  create  a  product  that

shade  off  its  characteristics  without

losing  completely  its  identity.  The

result  is  a  synaesthesia  where noise

and glitch transfigure the information

to  create  a  new  code,  that  keeps

some properties of the origin.

C a r s t e n  N i c o l a i  i s  o n e  o f  t h e

electronic  experimental  music  guru

since years to an international  level.

Immerged  in  a  creative  flow  that

rarely  repeats  or  trivializes  itself,

Nicolai  is  subject  to  a  constant

process  of  music  evolution  with  no

end.  With  the  other  masters  that

brought  the  electro  sound  in  the

academic areas, Nicolai has been able

to become a reference point not only

for  those  who  see  him  as  a  bridge

with  tomorrow,  but  a lso  with

everyone  fascinated  by  his  glitch,

noise and minimal aesthetic,  able to

conjugate  in  a  perfect  unicum  of

sound and images both the technique

and  the  modern  aesthetic,  rich  of

references to the cultural traditions of

the past, backbone of the nowadays

audiovisual analysis.

He  is  able  to  attract  on  him  the

attention of an entire community of

artists  addicted  to  the  electronic

music research and to the potential of

the visual representation of the digital

sounds.  Alva  Noto  founded  in  this

sense,  together  with  Olaf  Bender  ,

during the last years the Raster-Noton

(the real prototype of the cult label,

cured in all its details of its packaging,

as  well  as  aggregation  centre  for

talented  musician  and  experimenter

as in the original idea of Nicolai in his

project  Noton.archiv  fuer  ton  und

nichtton  ,  from  Ikeda  to  Basinski  ,

from Lippok to Cascone , from Nibo to

Nicolai himself). He also established a

series of artistic collaboration, such as
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the  universally  known  with  Ryiuchi

Sakamoto .

.

We  do  not  want  to  resume  his

production,  a  glance  to  the  Raster

Norton site  is  sufficient  to  that.  We

talked about Xerrox and lot more in

the  occasion  of  the  American

premiere at The Kitchen of New York ,

historical  centre  dedicated to  video,

music, performance and avant-garde

dance .

Monica  Ponzini:  Can  you  talk  about

X e r r o x ?  I n  w h i c h  w a y  d o  t h e

reproduction and the deformation of

the  sound  become  process  and

contents  of  the  project?

Cartsen  Nicolai :  For  me  it ’s  an

interest ing  project ,  I ’ve  been

recording for almost a year and in a

way it’s the first time that I use sound

material that contain melodies. Xerrox
is  melody-oriented,  and  there’s  a

reason  for  that:  memorizing  sounds

for us � which is related with copying,

multiplying,  being  afraid  of  loosing

the  original  –  it’s  connected  with

m e l o d y .  I ’ m  i n t e r e s t e d  i n

understanding  at  what  point  you

loose the “image”  of  the melody,  at

w h a t  p o i n t ,  a f t e r  o p e r a t i n g

distortions,  you  loose  the  original

information.

In  the  copying process,  if  you keep

copying  and  copying,  you  create

some artifacts which contain “errors”,

distortions,  artificial  interpolations,

but  they’re  still  belonging  to  the

original. I created an application that

works as a copy-machine: you load a

file and you change the parameters.

As  in  a  photocopy  you  can  change

contrast,  here I  can change the bit-

rate  or  the  frequency.  It’s  a  very

simple  digital  tool,  but  what  I’m

interested  in  is  the  quality  of  the

artifact: even if I  add noise, you can

still hear the melody underneath. And

even philosophically, it’s interesting to

understand if an artifact can carry the

information of the original.

.
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Monica Ponzini: Can we compare it to

a DNA track that remains throughout

the generations?

Cartsen Nicolai: Yes, in a way there’s a

mutation of the original.  In the end,

you listen to noise, but you still hear

melody,  even if  is  almost gone,  and

the performance is like a crescendo.

The concept is still in process for me: I

put  together  some  recordings  and

every time I do it, I’m curious to see

what happens.  For me is  interesting

from a perception point of view: how

far can I go in destroying the sound

and still maintaining it recognizable?

This project is kind of unusual for me.

Before,  I  did  more  source-oriented

projects. In a way, this is the follow-up

of  the  Transall   series,  in  particular

Transspray  ,  that  even  in  the  title

suggested  an  idea  of  “spraying”  the

information. In Xerrox  the visual part

especially is pixilated, sprayed, it’s an

image but at the same time is not, it’s

noth ing  c lear .  I t  becomes  an

interpretations  of  yourself,  of  what

you  can  project  in  there�  Everyone

sees something different in it!

Monica  Ponzini:  I  know  you  talked

about it with Scanner as well. Which is

the difference between recording and

p e r f o r m a n c e ?  W h i c h  a r e  t h e

implications  of  both?

Cartsen  Nicolai :  Recording  and

performing  are  completely  different

things.  Recording  comes  first:

especially if you do electronic music,

this is the first phase, then comes the

performance,  which  is  total ly

different. When you record you don’t

have  any  kind  of  technological  or

environmental  problem, you’re  in  an

ideal  situation.  In  the  performance,

you  stick  to  the  moment.  If  you

compare  performing  to  recording,

recording  is  a  sort  of  rehearsal.

.

Monica  Ponzini:  Lev  Manovich  last

year  posted  on  the  Sintesi  Festival

some questions about digital cultured.

One was: as we live in a remix culture,

are limits necessary? And is there an

ethic about remixing?

Cartsen Nicolai:  Interesting question.

But first of all, I would ask if we really

live in a remix culture. It’s a very post-

modern idea, but I believe that we can

still  do  make  new  things  without

remixing.  I  do  sound  from  scratch

myself,  of  course  referenced  to  a

cultural  context.  I  think you have to
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think  why  you’re  using  samples:  in

music, there’s a long discussion about

using  sampling  and  remixing.  If

sampling  didn’t  exist,  we  wouldn’t

have  music,  they’re  strictly  related.

Before  people  would  memorize  and

redo  melodies,  it  was  part  of  the

culture. Today sampling and remixing

are connected to the music industry; I

don’t  see  a  big  difference  between

memorizing a piece and storing it on

your  computer,  of  course  without

stealing  anything.

Monica Ponzini: You declared that you

find  important  going  through  the

categories in your job, but that critics

and publics judge applying categories.

Do  you  think  that  this  situation

changed?

Cartsen Nicolai:  I  think there wasn’t

any progress at all! Maybe is the way

we  deal  with  information.  Look  at

Google: if you want to find something,

you have to use keywords. There is a

lot  of  information,  but  we  need  to

know which is valuable and which is

not, so we have to categorize them,

otherwise we wouldn’t be able to use

them. We need search engines, filters,

but  they  work  in  categories.  And

these  categories  become  more

important�.
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Monica Ponzini: Beck realized Guero,

a multimedia and interactive project.

From a preview and mashups by fans

online  to  a  CD/DVD  version  with

interactive video art, and then a remix,

Guerolito.  Now  he  thinks  about

customizable  covers.  Do  you  think

interactivity will  get more and more

popular,  less related to the world of

experimentation?

Cartsen  Nicolai:  I’m not  keen about

these kind of projects. Sex years ago I

did an interactive project in Japan for

Canon  Artlab,  called  Polar.  The

artwork was really beautiful,  but we

had  a  major  problem:  documenting

this  year-long  project  was  too

expensive  and  complex.  Right  now

you  can  document  interactive

performances with the classical DVD,

but it’s still something not remixable.

A  performance  is  complete ly

different.

Monica Ponzini:  And what about the

Intrnet?

Cartsen  Nicolai:  Yes,  we  have  the

Internet, but I’m not interested at the

moment. With interactivity, I feel like I

don’t  have  control  of  the  creative

process  and  of  the  product,  it  was

missing  a  result  that  I  could  totally

agree  with.  Everything  becomes

arbitrary and I don’t have any desire of

doing it. If it’s well done, interactivity

can give beautiful results, but I think

that now is a little overestimated. And

talking about the piece in Japan :  it

involved a touch screen and we didn’t

consider  how  much  interactivity  is

connected  with  the  game  culture.

When yu provide an interface, people

think it’s a game and you’re trapped in

that. For me, this is a big problem, I

feel  like I’m fighting against a huge,

powerful industry.

http://www.raster-noton.de/

www.alvanoto.com/

www.thekitchen.org/
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Wefail, The Web Irony
Luca Marzello

Some studies give their mind to their

technical  capacities,  to  likely  future

imaginaries,  to  complex  navigations

and  elements  in  3d  in  order  to

celebrate the net and the new way in

which they think it should be. Wefail is

a  study  of  graphic  design  which

simplifies everything and turns it into

practically art.

Their  approach  is  made  of  elastic

puppets and characters full of details

and particulars not only in a graphic

level  but  also  within  the  animation.

They  are  assembled  in  uncommon

horizontal navigations as inside a long

two-dimensional aisle. This approach

is  combined  with  a  great  sense  of

humour and so it makes their creation

more  human  and  kinematical  than

many other works of graphic design in

the net and not only; maybe it hasn’t a

great level of interaction with the user

but  it  is  a lways  attractive  and

pleasant.

In the Wefail  project the use of  the

web is  clear  and declared;  it  is  not

only  a  platform to diffuse the one’s

own  work,  but  also  a  real  area  of

exploration of the project and graphic

potentials of Flash and Internet. It is

an imaginary which winks at the punk

culture  of  the  eighties,  a  series  of

aesthetical  ideas  (journal  fragments,

photos  and  yearly  images)  and  of

techniques (visual scretch and sound

constructions),  which  make  Wefali

one  of  the  graphic  design  agencies

more popular and valued.

Their  web sites tell  us stories which

amuse everybody.  They don’t  follow

web-trends,  but  only  the  personal

pleasure  to  have  fun  and  amuse.

Maybe is  this  one of  the secrets  of

Wefail?  We  ask  directly  to  Martin

Hughes,  the  founder  of  the  project

together with Jordan Stone.
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Luca  Merzello:  Where  was  born  the

Wefail project? How many people are

involved, which are the interests and

what is your philosophy, if  you have

one?

Martin Hughes: Wefail is made of two

p e o p l e :  M a r t i n  H u g h e s  f r o m

Manchester  and  Jordan  Stone  from

Austin . We met on a Flash forum and

we  began  to  work  together  since

then. We worked with the net and we

met  once  a  year.  Our  philosophy

could  be:  amuse  and  not  undersell.

But  if  you  are  very  good  you  can

undersell yourself

Luca Merzello: Have you got internal

project managers? If it’s yes, do you

really  need them? If  it’s  no,  do you

ever want them?

Martin  Hughes:  No,  we  haven’t  any

p r o j e c t  m a n a g e r ,  w e  l e t  t h e

customers find us. In the past we got

in  touch  with  many  musicians  and

agencies,  but  they ignore us  almost

always.  Now  we  let  the  brand

manager  contact  us  after  having

visited  our  works.

Luca  Merzello:  Offering  different

artistic input in every work, can help

to  reach  celebrity  and  success?  In

short, does the research reward?

Martin Hughes:  We keep on working

on new ideas, or else I think we would

get  bored.  We  try  to  create  always

something new for every web site we

make.  It  is  not  important  if  the

customer is big or little,  the work is

judged as  your  last  effort,  or  rather

the  better  of  your  capac i t ies

regardless of how many they pay.

.

Luca Merzello: How did it happen the

contact  with  BBDO?  Were  they  far

sighted to seek you? Or�

Martin  Hughes:  BBDO  found  us  like

the others:  online  with  our  works.  I

cannot say that they were so cool to

contact us�

Luca  Merzello :  Which  was  your

favourite  or  the  more  excit ing

(commercial  or  artistic)  work?  And

which  is  your  dream-project,  which

you can kill for?

Martin Hughes: We love all our sites as

they are our children, it is always sad

to exclude one. We want to hold them

even  only  for  us.  I  say  that  the

Eminem‘s  site  is  my  favourite  one
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now,  but  this  will  change when we

will  finish the new Dixie Chicks one.

Maybe  as  a  dream-project  there  is

Morrisey, or Dr Drè�or Radiohead�even

if  Jordan  says  that  Radiohead  are

disgusting  after  having  published

“KidA“.  I  disagree,  I  think  he  feels

gorgeous to distance himself from the

Radiohead and he thinks that Robert

P l a n t  m u s t  h a v e  b e e n  i n  t h e

Radiohead!!!  I  think  it  would  be

horrible

Luca Merzello:  I  find your style cool

and ironical, in general. Does a “wefail

way”  (a  way  to  develop  the  ideas)

exist?

Martin Hughes:  We both search new

ways and approaches to a new work.

We work together very well; I cannot

work in the same way with another

person. We read in our minds without

discussions and without wasting one

entire week to discuss only because

our  ego  makes  us  behave  like  two

shits.

.

Luca Merzello:  Do you attend or are

you  invited  to  the  international

festivals?

Martin Hughes: We made it for one or

two year  but  then we got  stressed.

We created this great exhibition films

in order to focus the attention on us.

But we waste too much time and it

became  near ly  a  work.  We  are

thinking  to  use  the  time  which  we

gain to go out instead of working on a

show.

Luca Merzello: Do you think that your

work has influenced other studies? Do

you know your neighbours hires and

De-constructive?

Martin Hughes: Beh, like everything in

the  web,  I  th ink  we  f i rst  were

influenced and at the same time we

have  influenced  someone.  Even  if

nobody would have been influenced

by the Wefail, we induce them to take

a blind bit notice of us.

Luca Merzello:  Are you interested in

other  creative  realities  in  the  net?

Who and why?

Martin  Hughes:  Currently  I  am  not

interested  in  monitoring  other

creative  realities  in  Internet.  In  the

b e g i n n i n g  w e  f o l l o w  a l m o s t

everything  in  the  Flash  world,  but

today I think to follow more the world

of the animation and of the telly. We

have maybe more things in common.

Like  the  frames of  film camera  and

13



more  interesting  animations,  rather

than yet  another  web site  made by

Flash.  I  believe  that  we  will  make

more  works  for  the  telly;  therefore

Cartoon Network was a great job,  a

dream come true.

http://www.wefail.com/sundaypants

http://www.wefail.com/twats/

http://www.wefail.com/turkey/ :

www.wefail.com

www.sofake.com/

www.eminem.com

www.matthewmahon.com/

www.bbdo.com/

www.wefail.com/turkey/
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Who Is Toshio Iwai?
Teresa De Feo

T h e  o n e s  w h o  w o r k  w i t h  t h e

electronic arts must know the Peter

Pan  of  the  digital  culture:  the

Japanese Toshio Iwai.  The Japanese,

who looks always very upset,  nearly

an  icon  of  the  first  generation  of

digital  artists,  at  the  level  of  a  Tim

Burton’s story, still  surprises with his

refined and brilliant inventions.

Recently at the Sonarama he staggers

everybody  thanks  to  one  of  his

devices,  which  is  as  usual  “simply”

extraordinary. The instrument is called

Teneri-On and it was the protagonist

o f  o n e  o f  t h e  m o s t  b e a u t i f u l

performances in the last edition of the

Sonar in Barcelona . Teneri-On (that in

Japanese  means  “something  in  the

hands”)  is  an  interactive  musical

instrument,  which  is  able  to  create

sounds  and  sound  effects.  It  is

composed by a tablet/interface with

16×16 buttons and it is very easy and

comfortable to use. It is sufficient to

press  the  buttons  directly  on  the

display to create music and lights and

to compose exceptional  and vibrant

visual tunes. It  is a real synaesthetic

piece of cake.

It’s impossible to describe with words

t h e  b e a u t y  o f  t h e  S p a n i s h

performance; yet we can wait to have

Teneri-On  directly  in  our  hands.  It

seems indeed that  the  Yamaha,  the

company who financed the prototype,

doesn’t  hesitate  to  put  the  magic

instrument on the market.

.

But we get to know him better. Who

is Toshio Iwai, a radical dandy of the

Japanese  multimedia  art?  We  can

begin from some biographic remarks.

Iwai was born in the far 1962 in Aichi in
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Japan .  He is  nearly  a  child prodigy

and  he  is  a lways  working  with

inventions,  projects,  engines,  gears

and  bulbs.  It  isn’t  random  that  he

excelled at the College (Fine Arts of

the  Tsukuba  University  )  for  the

originality of his first installations.

Iwai is extraordinary attracted by the

first  pre-kinematical  machines:  from

animated  books  to  the  magical

lanterns  and  other  visual  illusions,

which anticipate the cinematographic

techniques.  His  first  inventions

combine  the  logic  of  this  “motion

picture”  archaeology  to  the  new

technologies. Time stratum is one of

the most beautiful examples.

Since 1986 he uses the computer to

create  visual  sound  systems.  Two

works  of  great  suggestion  are  the

evidence:  Music  Insect  (1990)  and

Piano  As  Media  Image  (1995).

.

In  Music  Insect  the  artist  combines

music  and image to  create  abstract

“visual  insects”,  which  react  to  the

coloured  pixels  of  the  computer

screen.  The  user  can  assign  each

insect a range of colours and sounds,

to create images and tunes. In Piano

As Media Image, on the contrary, the

artist  turns  a  piano,  a  mechanical

instrument which creates sounds, into

a  media  of  images.  The  user,  only

sitting  in  front  of  the  instrument,

prompts the projection of a carpet of

images,  created  by  the  p iano

keyboard.

It isn’t random that Iwai, a great lover

of  the  sound,  won  in  1994  the

Interactive  Art  prize  at  the  Prix  Ars

Electronica in Linz , cooperating with

a great Japanese musician Sakamoto.

But Iwai, an eternal child, is known by

the  great  audience  as  from  the

nineties,  thanks  to  his  “virtual  sets”

realized for the Einstein TV television

broadcast and for the Ugo Ugo Lhuga

kidvid.  Just  the  children  will  crown

him with success and indeed he will

gain more notoriety as the creator of

the videogames for Nintendo.

His Electroplankton, presented at the

international videogames fair,  the E3

in  Los  Angeles  ,  by  David  Hollands,

became a cult videogame not only for

the videogames lovers but also for the

artists,  the  musicians  and the  video

makers.
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Electroplankton isn’t any conventional

videogames but  rather,  as  the artist

defines it,  a  “toy”  that is  able to be

interactive. As in the Iwai’s style there

are in the game particular creatures,

the sense of the childish amazement,

as  well  as  magic  visual  and  loud

vibrations.  With Electroplankton it  is

possible to create images and music:

the effect is  similar  to an electronic

interactive  carillon.  The  interaction

occurs  only  touching the images on

the display. In short, it is a real jewel: it

i s  one  of  the  few  examples  of

interactive art  distributed on a large

scale.

For  the  one  who  is  interested,  the

price is only 30 euro and it is possible

to visit his web site to get the idea of

the  project  or  only  to  enter  in  the

Iwai’s magic world. And it is a great

journey, and it is worth.
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Schonberg Returns In Barcellona
Barbara Sansone

Seventy-five  years  ago,  Barcelona

welcomed  Arnold  Schönberg

between its wonders. Today the city

remind its  illustrious  Viennese guest

with  an  exhibition  dedicated  to  his

character and his artistic and creative

production,  not  only  musical.  This

event,  from  8th  September  to  1st

October 2006 thanks to the Fundació

Caixa  Catalunya,  was  put  up  in  the

sinuous  spaces  of  the  Milà  House  ,

known also as La Pedrera , maybe the

most  famous  architectural  work  of

Gaudì with the Sagrada Família.

I t  i s  n o t  a  c a s e .  I n  f a c t  t h e

construction  was  terminated,  after

five years of efforts, in 1911, year of the

death of Mahler and the affirmation of

the  modern  music  that  saw  in

Schönberg one of the most important

exponent. The same year, the Austrian

composer  inaugurated  a  strict

ideological  and collaborative relation

with Kandinsky and many other poets,

painters and writers occupied actively

in  the  thoughts  about  the  linguistic

and  conceptual  breakings  of  that

important  historical  moment.

The  composer,  who  moved  into  a

warmer city because of his wealth, in

1931 chose Barcelona , were in 1925 he

had  already  presented  some  of  his

works.  The  exhibition  showed  the

reproduction  of  his  rent  contract  in

Baxida de Briz 14 (still existing at the

20-22),  in  the  Vallcarca  district.  The

continuation of the street, who lead to

the magic and again Gaudinian Parc

Güell, is now called with his name.

.

During his staying in Barcelona , last

almost  nine  months,  Schönberg

deepened his relation with Catalonian
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musicians  such  as  Pau  Casals  and

Robert  Gerhard  ,  the  major  interest

that  made him chose Barcelona .  It

was there that, the 8 th May 1932, his

daughter  Nuria  was  born,  who

became bride of Luigi Nono and who

illustrated his father life and work., in

a duet with the pianist Stefan Litwin ,

the 16 th September night, during the

meetings related with the exhibition.

In  Barcelona  ,  Schönberg  followed

practicing painting, producing still life,

caricatures,  portraits,  auto-portraits

and drawing, some of them exposed

during  the  exhibition.  “The  artist

doesn’t do what people must consider

beauty, but what is necessary to him”,

said  the  composer,  and  Kel ler

maintain  the  “Strauss  searched  the

beauty, Schönberg the truth”.

No one doubts about the researcher

character of Schönberg. He dedicated

himself  to  sport  and  do-it-yourself,

but  he  also  always  invented  new

things. For example a futurist machine

that wrote scores itself (there was just

the project, as the machine was never

invented), a variation of chess for four

players  inspired  by  the  war,  card

collections,  boxes  to  order  the

dodecaphonic  series.
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T h e  e x h i b i t i o n  S c h ö n b e r g

BARCELONA , free entrance, was little

but extremely suggestive. The shrines

offered  an  interesting  glance  to  his

original  scores,  creations,  drawings,

photos and books who had a strong

influence  on  Schönberg  (such  as

“Seraphita”  by  Balzac).  There  was  a

comfortable  and  welcoming  circular

room  where  his  works  could  be

listened  and  an  audiovisual  station

where  some  interventions  by  some

Catalanian  intellectuals  could  be

listened,  such  as  the  composers

Xavier Benguerel,  Josep Soler i  Joan

Guinjoan and Josep Pons the director

of  the  Jove  Orquestra  Nacional  de

Catalunya .

The 14 th , 15 th and 16 th September,

on the premises of the Pedrera, the

international symposium on Arnold

Schönberg and his cultural inheritance

in Catalonia was given with

conferences, round table and a couple

of concerts. Free books were available

at the entrance with a more detailed

edition of the exposed texts in the

exhibition, a selected bibliography on

the composer and a CD with two

music tracks ( “Op. 33b for a piano”

and “Supervivent de Varsòvia” ) and a

fragment of the conference

MyEvolution, with Schönberg original

voice (translated in Catalonian on the

book).

www.fundaciocaixacatalunya.org/

www.provincia.torino.it/culturamateri

ale/en/ecoEnarciso/
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Christian Fennesz: Electronic Punk Frontier
Marco Mancuso

Christian  Fennesz  is  an  atypical

c h a r a c t e r  o f  t h e  e l e c t r o n i c

contemporary  music  universe.  Anti-

star per excellence, shy and reserved

as  his  music,  Fennesz  has  obtained

during the last ten years international

f a m e  a n d  p r e s t i g e  i n  a  w o r l d

sometimes too mean of sensitive and

eclectic artists.

His past of punk guitarist gave him the

opportunity  to  unite  the  acid  and

distort sound of his guitar with glitch

and noises made with his laptop, with

a  maniacal  cure  of  detai ls  and

perspectives,  in  an  elegant  and

powerful key, tough always sensitive

t o  t h e  b o r d e r  b e t w e e n

experimentation and electric blinking.

With  his  début  album from 1997  by

the  label  Mego,  Hotel  Parallel  ,  he

pointed the way to the electro glitch

music  of  the  last  decade.  He  then

produced Plus forty seven degrees 56′

37″  minus  sixteen  degrees  51′  08″

(Touch Records) and Field Recordings

1995:2002 , without forgetting the six

hands  masterworks  Magic  Sound  of

Fenn O’ Berg and The Return of Fenn

O’Berg , by Mego, with his fellows Jim

O’ rourke and Peter Rehberg . Up to

his last work called Venice from 2004,

who  tested  the  border  of  the

audiovisual  synesthesia,  trying  to

unite  the  emotions  arouse  by  the

music and the dream and alienating

images of the Venice waters, never so

shy end seductive.

This  brought  Fennesz  to  an  upper

level  of  research  and  analysis

research, always attentive to what is

going on around him. Talking about a

collaboration  with  monster  such  as

David Sylvian and Ryuichi  Sakamoto

or talking about a meticulous research

and  inspiration  work  of  what  forms

the music, from Brian Eno to the post

rock  going  through  Merzbow  and  I

don’t  know  who  else,  he  has  to

understand  if  his  music  can  marry

with video.
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So,  while  many  workers  accuse  the

electro  glitch  music  to  be boring,  a

growing  number  of  musicians

discover the contamination between

laptop and electro-acoustic. So does

Richard Fennesz, who seems pointing

the road. Venice has the aspect of a

transition work. Probably that type of

sound will evolve, maybe thanks to his

friend David Sylvian . At that point it

will  be  interesting  to  here  with

attention

Marco  Mancuso:  Christian,  how  did

you get in touch with music?

Christian  Fennesz:  I  started  when  I

was  15  playing the guitar  in  a  punk

band but I used to already experiment

back  then.  I  would  record  guitar

sounds  over  and  over  on  this  small

recorder so as to obtain a whole new

sound. At about 20 I was playing in a

rock  band  and  then  I  started  both

studying to become a sound engineer

and a parallel soloist career.

Marco  Mancuso:  So,  as  many  other

electro musicians, you went through

the punk. Is it an obliged path?

Christian  Fennesz :  Well,  by  the

beginning of the 90s in Vienna rock

and punk had become two extremely

conservative genres, it wasn’t even a

question of experimenting and, above

all,  there  didn’t  seem  to  be  any

possibi l ity  to  obtain  exposure

whatsoever  nor  to  overstep  the

country’s borders. Then techno music

arrived  and  the  widespread  use  of

computers allowed everyone to make

music by themselves, in their houses.

From  this  point  of  view  electronic

music  was  as  much a  revolution  as

punk, even on a social level.

.

Marco Mancuso:  Do you think it is a

democratic revolution?

Christian Fennesz:  Of  course it  was.

People  started to  realise  they could

get  rid  of  thebarriers  between  the

musician and the listener, even thanks

to  the  Internet.  And  then  the  huge

increase of releases set off the artist’s
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personality: right in the middle of this

melting  pot  of  records,  the  artist’s

identity  becomes  crucial  to  emerge

from anonymity.

Marco Mancuso:  Talking more strictly

about music, in your sound noise and

melody  live  together.  Wich  is  the

contact  point  between  these

elements?

Christian  Fennesz:  I’ve  always  been

intrigued  by  noise,  it  has  a  great

beauty within. What I try to do when

I’m playing is to hide a melody behind

a sound wall, as though there was a

thick curtain between melody and the

listener. I leave it up to the latter to try

and  push  the  curtain  aside  to  see

what’s  behind  it.  I  find  this  a  more

interesting  process  than  creating  a

pop  song,  which  I  do  listen  to  and

appreciate, but it’s not my cup of tea

as a musician.

.

Marco  Mancuso:  Your  last  album  is

called Venice . A non-city, in its being

different from all the other metropolis

in the world.

Christian  Fennesz:  When I  began to

conceive  the  record,  I  had  in  mind

something,  very  European  which

would  recapture  in  some  way  the

charm of old Europe, a concept ideally

suited  to  a  city  like  Venice.  What

fascinates  me  about  this  city  is  its

singular acoustic aspect. There are no

cars, only the sound of water can be

heard.  Furthermore,  its  labiyrinthine

structure  lends  itself  to  a  special

amplification.

Marco Mancuso:  There’s a track of the

album,  Circassian,  in  which  your

shoegazing  influences  are  clear

Christian  Fennesz:  Sure,  a  careful

listener  to  my  music  can  hear  that

kind of sound, but its not a real and

proper influence. In the 80s I played

the  same  things  as  my  My  Bloody

Valentine and I still carry those sounds

with me..

.

Marco Mancuso:   About your last
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album again, how did the

collaboration with David Sylvian born?

Christian  Fennesz:  I’ve  always  loved

his way of making music so I was very

pleased  when  he  accepted  my

proposal  to  work  on  ‘A  Fire  in  the

Forest’.  We  have  recorded  lots  of

other stuff together, sooner or later I

think we’ll bring it out.

www.fennesz.com/
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Floating Gender: Travel Notes From Etc
Eleonora Oreggia

A text written in Italian is similar to a

Zen  exercise  to  an  emigrant.  The

concentration comes when you write

by  hand,  at  the  back  of  a  printed

paper. English keeps your mind busy,

your  brain  is  mixed  up  with  the

sounds  of  a  long  travel:  Spanish,

Hungarian, Romanian and Dutch, just

as familiar to me as Milanese is. Paper

and  pen  are  magic ,  bas ic  and

fundamental  tools.  The  evocation

flows peacefully through the “normal

subject”, a “me” whoever. As history is

always  someone’s  history  and

personal  acts  tickle  and  pierce.

A written text is a subjective path to

t h e  m e m o r y  a s  w e l l  a s  a  f r e e

association game. It isn’t a complete

and  thorough  report ,  but  the

symptom of a reflection. Romania is a

curious  country.  Not  only  for  the

charm  of  the  Gipsy  community,

coming from India and settled here a

mil lennium  ago.  And  nor  even

exclusively for vampires, Dracula and

Transylvania  .  Romania  represents

even Communism, and the beginning

of the Revolution, exploded precisely

in Timisoara .

An image of this country, as an icon,

has taken shape in my head I  don’t

know  how  many  years  ago,  a  very

sunny  meadow,  with  a  grass  and  a

particularly vivid sky, such as Super8

children films some years ago. Almost

in  the  middle  of  the  image  three

subjects  walk  from the  right  to  the

left:  a  man,  a  woman  and  a  squat

horse. The lady carries a heavy burden

on  her  head,  wrapped  in  a  sort  of

fabric  jar,  arms  stretched  to  avoid

counter blows. Sat astride the beast,

wearing  a  wide-brimmed  hat  to

protect him from the sun, the Man sits

gracefully,  the  nose  is  red  and  his

belly is full  of wine. The lady moves

forward, not according to dictates of

chivalry, but to thwart with her body

possible mines. Silence.
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Romania : Latin cultural matrix, harsh

humour,  irreversibility  feeling  of

reality,  sometimes  portray  Eastern

countries.  I  remember  a  trip  to

Timisoara  in  1999,  by  bus,  with  an

English  boy  with  the  name  of  a

Comics’  hero.  We never crossed the

border. The bus abandoned us during

the  night  in  the  Midlands,  and  we

decided  to  set  of f  northward

hitchhiking  for  Budapest  .  British

people were warmly welcomed, this is

my experience.

After  seven  years,  I  suggested  the

idea of the Eclectic Tech Carnival  in

that same city. This time, I would have

gone there alone. I had been travelling

for more than a month, facing, with

sandals and my rucksack, the blazing

hot  Europe  of  the  end  of  July .

Freedom  suddenly  recovered,  the

pleasure of solidarity. Last destination

or almost, Romania . My relationship

with women, the female sex I mean,

has been, during summer, to say the

least,  dramatic.  I  have  seen  rows,

beers fly and I was even left alone one

night.

Hidden  in  the  desert  outskirts  of

Milan, where sidewalks, according to

the  ancient  tradition  of  marble

workers and grave robbers, are filled

with gravestones, I walked thoughtful

with Ubiq, which ejected excrements

near  fake  dead  men,  dead  men  in

exposition just as manikins. Till, after

having paid a visit to Hackmeeting , I

took the first flight Milano-Timisoara.

.

Big  economic  interests  bond  the

Italian  North-East  to  Romania  ,  and

the connections between those two

countries prove it. All my travel mates

represented  some  product,  such  as

laminated  plastic.  No  one  could

understand why my concept of work

d i d n ’ t  i n c l u d e  t h e  s e l l i n g  o f

something.  In  the  airport,  when  we

landed,  three coloured lines  marked

that  you were entering the country,

near the check in: a red, white and a

green  one.  I  decide  to  make  some
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questions.

I take my passport and I queue up in

the “EU residents” row. The employee

shows me smiling  the  Non-EU row.

I ’m  sorry ,  but  I  must  ins ist  to

demonstrate  my  belonging  to  this

community. That’s it: I’m in Romania ,

in  Timisoara  .  I  forget  my  legal

identity,  now  I  am  X  name  .

I will meet women coming from other

places,  with  similar  and  different

stories. Fragments of space thrown in

the air such as they were confetti. You

can  approach  a  nomad  carnival

through a passage, a trip. The transit

time,  everyday  life  suspension,  the

passage  in  places  and  non  places

works as a ritual mask, lays bare the

subject  and  opens  the  relationship

with  Alterity,  the  transformation.

According  to  Rosi  Braidotti,  the

“nomadic”  style  is  the  one  which

better lends itself to the research of

feminist representations. “In my work

on Nomadism as philosophic concept

I focused on the differences between

conditions  of  mobility  -chosen  or

imposed-  such  as  for  the  case  of

emigration,  and  other  figurations  of

s u b j e c t i v i t y  s u c h  a s  e x i l e ,

precariousness of workers within the

market of the so-called flexible job or

nomadism.”  [Nicotra,  Mary  (  14  July

2002  )  -Philosophies  of  our  time:

interview  to  Rosi  Braidotti].
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The  Eclectic  Tech  Carnival  is  a

meeting of women and technology. A

nomad carnival devoted to “technical”

activities.  The  project,  conceived  by

Gender Changer , is organised by an

international collective of women. The

gender-changer  is  a  device  which

changes the sex of a connector and

allows  two  extremities  of  the  same

type  to  f ix  in  such  a  way  as  to

communicate.  The  Gender  Changer

Academy is a non profit organisation

managed by  women and meant  for

women, whose first goal is to boost

the development of knowledge within

the IT-technological sphere.

This  group,  born  in  Amsterdam  in

2000 around the  hacker  cafe’  ASCII

(acronym  for  Subversive  Centre  for

the  Interchange  of  Information  of

Amsterdam  )  is  characterize  by  a

specific  attention  to  the  hardware

basis for didactic methods directed to

solve  problems  of  any  kind.  The

Eclectic Tech Carnival first took place

in 2002,  in  Pula ,  Athens ,  Belgrade

and Graz . The fifth edition was settled

in Romania , in Timisoara , from the 4

th to the 8 th of September.

T h e  e v e n t  w a s  o r g a n i s e d  i n

collaboration with  D MEDIA ,  a  non

governmental organisation promoting

free  access  and  production  of

information,  and  H.arta  ,  a  space

handled  by  the  artists  Maria  Crista,

Anca Gyemant and Rodica Tach , who,

from  2001,  have  been  proposing

shows  and  events  in  Timisoara  .

.

The  organising  event  took  place  on

June in Rome , hosted by Feramenta ,

active hacker female collective whose

birth  has  i ts  roots  back  in  the

enthusiasm of 2005 ETC. This year, for

the first time, the event opened two

days to the Male Spectator. In Rome I

exposed my reasons in favour of this

mixing  up.  First  of  all,  I  am  not  a

woman,  or,  what  does  define  me

such?

I  didn’t  mean  sexual  orientations,

Queer ideology or chirurgical �genetic
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m u t a t i o n s .  I  r e f e r r e d  t o  t h e

complexity  of  reality,  to  identity  as

constant  deformation.  To  the

difference  you  can  perceive  in  the

relation and in its nuance. Last year, in

Graz ,  I  perceived this separatism as

destabilizing, I felt deprived. I had lost

my points of reference.

And  yet,  on  my  way  back,  after

seventeen  hours  of  train  Graz-

Amsterdam, I reconciled with a man,

Staying  among  women  is  good,  I

thought,  because in fact I  desired it

very much. We laughed. I hadn’t been

sleeping for days. He didn’t perceive

my desperation.  “Now I  understand,

now we understand…”

Ok. But, when? I felt that the distance

could to be filled up just with another

distance.  Or  with  fusion.  What  men

will ever understand? And, especially,

who are they? How little do we know

about  them?  The  distinction  exists,

and  it  is  important  to  recognise  it.

Genetic, historic and social distinction.

Maybe  even  psychological ,  i f

psychology makes any sense. And yet

the  frontier  is  instable.  We  are

floating.  We  are  subject  who  draw

dif ferent  cartographies .  Our

modalities  of  construction  and

position found on non unity, the flow

and movements. And the movement

is  not  only  the physical  shifting but

identity  migration,  metamorphosis

and  recognition  too.
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In Rome we have defined separatism

as an experimentation space. Not like

a goal, or a substantial and ideological

difference. I proposed the concept of

Floating Gender and we have come to

reflect on the minorities and groups.

They say there are seven women for

each  man,  yet,  the  woman  is  a

minority in the system of social forces.

Minor  and major  are complex signs.

We can be many without having any

value. Curious.

According  to  the  ‘Gender  Changer’

vision,  women  have  a  different

approach to learning than men. I  do

not  agree.  If  I  had  to  define  the

fundamental difference between man

and woman, I would use a reflection,

among the one I  heard and thought

about so far.  Women live in a cyclic

time,  a  never  ending  bend:  the

sinusoidal spiral.  The time of men is

instead  linear  and  directional:  the

vector  time.

As far as teaching is concerned, there

is a basic pre-concept compared with

roles  and  the  idea  of  machine.

Machine is a tool -of hunt and not of

gathering-  planned  by  men.  So,  we

think man is  naturally  more capable

and socially destined for such a use.

But  which  type  of  sexual  being  are

we,  human,  facing  a  machine?

Defining  sexuality  as  “Floating

gender”,  system  of  positions  and

mutant as well as mutable roles, what

h a p p e n s  w h e n  w e  f a c e  t h e

“Animated” of the machine? It isn’t a

question of the sex of the machine or

of  the  life  within  it.  The  reflection

regards the identity  we can assume

when  we  enter  in  relation  with

technology, media and prothesis.

.

The space machine is an environment

of auto-definition, of slipping. For this

reason,  especially  in  the  field  of

technology, I find insisting on a rigid

separatism not  very  productive.  The

exclusively  feminine  environments

have always existed and it is now that

I think it is more interesting imagining
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the  erasure  of  the  gender  frontiers.

Ubiquity  disfigures  the space of  the

net,  actions  are  achieved  by  the

distance  and  gender  can  be  auto-

determined.

The  IT  environment  breaks  the

binomial man versus woman, female

and male, introducing a third element

of  transformation and confrontation,

it  is  possible to hide behind, or find

yourself or just lose yourself (I extend

the  concept  of  machine  to  the

Artificial  Intelligence  one).  And

compared  with  it  you  can  be  Other.

Anyway,  women have lived and still

live  limitations  in  their  relationship

with  technology.  They  are  often

denied the access to machines,  and

many  professional  environments  are

prevalently masculine. When I was six,

I  wanted  to  touch  a  computer  (my

brother had the permission to do it),

and I  was answered girls need “that

machine”  when  they  have  to  write

their  thesis.  And  I  have  undergone,

instead,  years  of  classical  music

lessons.

You need courage to learn, courage to

manifest  an  interest,  to  ignore

everything  on  that  matter.  The

courage to go wrong, or to be unable.

Sometimes the idea you could learn

from another woman generates trust.
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Etc 06 is a stimulating event, rich in

many points of view. We have taught

different  subjects,  with  a  specific

attention  to  open  source  and  free

software  issues,  and  a  certain

awareness  of  the  structures  lacks

within the environments in which this

knowledge was broadcast from. There

was a reflection on the computer as a

tool  of  expression  and  enunciation,

b u t  e v e n  a s  p o s s i b i l i t y  o f

emancipation  and  independence.

Those possible magic wands turn lead

to gold, or, using less esoteric words,

they  allow a  woman to  have a  job,

earn a living and depend on nobody.

There was a lot attention on the needs

and  on  the  level  of  the  woman

present.  Feramenta  gir ls  have

prepared  a  practical  guide  for

surviving the different platforms, a list

of tricks in order to use at their best

the resources on any type of system.

Beyond  the  classic  HTML,  CSS  and

Hardware,  there  were  distance

courses, such as UpStage, a program

which  allows  you  to  handle  in  real

time performances through the net.

There  was  a  demonstrat ion  of

m a p p i n g  w i t h  G P S ,  a n d  a n

introduction to the intelligent buy in

an  IT  shop.  The  audiovisual  section

was appreciated a lot, from the basis

of  digital  audio,  to  the  use  of  the

mixer and the tracks superimposition.

The concept of layer, or level, was the

point  of  suture  between  sound

manipulation  and  the  visual  one.

Gimp,  Audacity  and  any  other  non

linear editing program use a system of

stratification of meaning and content

which  is  a  key  point  in  order  to

understand how to move in this field.

.

The intent was to promote a general

comprehension  of  machines  and

workings  and  creation  processes,

which  can  serve  as  a  p lot  to  a

wholesome process of auto-learning.

It is teaching how to learn, giving the

basis to knowledge and the necessary

ref lect ive  st imulus.  Make  the
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apprentice master himself, this is the

key.

Moreover,  teaching  means  learning

too,  it  is  an  interchange,  a  point  of

passage with not well defined limits.

This  year  I  felt  a  sensation  of  ease,

widespread  calm  and  wellbeing

during this  female  gathering.  I  have

understood the value of cultural and

experience  confrontation  among

women.  In  th is  supranat ional

economical  state  the  world  is,  it  is

very  important  that  minorities,

“different”, the local realities maintain

the  communication  open  among

them  and  raise  their  voice.  The

knowledge passage among women is

therefore interesting not because the

learning  method  is  substantially

d i f ferent ,  but  because  of  the

complicity within relationships and for

the social  consequences the contact

with  women  generates.  Knowledge

isn’t a list of data or a dynamic list.

Knowledge  is  a  fluid.  During  ETC

audiovisual  afternoons,  there  was  a

moment  in  which  my  eyes  were

misted, I felt the sugars in my blood

end,  and my body sliding under my

conscience.  It  wasn’t  the  bite  of  a

vampire.  And  yet  something  was

going on: I had passed my thirst, my

passionate curiosity and my addiction

to machines to other  women.  I  had

opened some cracks and instilled the

seed  of  des i re  which  can ’ t  be

satisfied.

“Can we stop here five minutes? I’ll go

take a breath of fresh air, but sunlight

hurts my eyes.

http://eclectictechcarnival.org/

www.genderchangers.org/
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Body In The 21st Century: More Than Skin-deep
Gigi Ghezzi

The exhibit Körper, Gesicht und Seele

(Body, Face, and Soul)  is  one of the

many  events  that  in  the  last  years

have developed around the body. The

contents focus on the typification of

femininity from the 16 th to the 19 th

century, from the pictorial imaginary

o f  t h e  R e n a i s s a n c e  u p  t o  t h e

a n d r o g y n o u s  s u b j e c t s  o f

contemporary  performances.

Another  artistic  experience  that

definitely  brought  the theme “body”

to  the  forefront  of  contemporary

a t t e n t i o n  w a s  t h e  e x h i b i t

Körperwelten/  Body  Worlds  ,  a

medical-engineering  synopsis  of  the

reflections on the body-material. The

exhibit,  conceived  by  professor

Gunther  von  Hagen  ,  now  on  its

second edition, aimed at showing the

potentialities  of  the  plastination

p r o c e s s  .  I n  t h e  p r o c e s s  t h e

immersion  of  bodily  tissues  in  a

mixture of polymers stops (or slows to

an  extreme)  the  progression  of

organic decomposition. An additional

benefit of plastination is that the body

can  later  be  treated  as  a  plastic

material,  meaning  that  it  can  be

divided into sections and modelled in

all of its parts (the inside of the belly

can  be  shaped  into  drawers,  thighs

can double as shelves, and so on, in an

unthinkable anatomic view).

In the last forty years the body was, in

a  way,  re-examined  by  society’s

knowledge; there has been a radical

awareness  that  transformed  it  into

t o p o s   o f  e v e r y - d a y  r e a l i t y

(advertisement  and  sports),  and  of

scientific,  but  also  philosophical,

anthropological,  and  more  strictly

humanist-artistic  communities.

.
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The greatest problem, a millennia-old

philosophical  question,  is  no  doubt

the circularity of the reflection on the

body: how can I reflect objectively on

that which is the very subject of our

experience (i.e. the body)? Though it is

reductive to reduce a climate of such

broad  significance  down  to  a  few

main factors, it’s undeniable that the

roots  of  this  case  are  to  be  traced

mainly  in  the  political-cultural  and

medical-scientific  scene.  The  first  is

represented  by  the  studies  on

Foucault’s  “biopower”  ,  while  the

second by the entire biogenetic (and

biotechnologic,  a  term that can’t  be

separated  f rom  biogenet ics )

movement, which began to spread in

the 1960′s.

Foucault’s  studies  on  the  history  of

sexuality ( 

Sexuality and Truth 

) have

described  that  new  mechanism  of

power that begins to take shape from

the second half of the 17 th century:

while  the  power  previously  focused

on  death,  the  energy  of  biopower

focuses  on  life.  From  a  force  that

would only decide on whether to hold

back life or end it, we go to a force of

regulation  of  life  itself,  through

normalizing  structures,  such  as

school, hospitals, and the church.
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As for  science,  it  was especially  the

findings on DNA, taking place at the

end of the 1950′s by Watson and Crick,

and  by  Shapiro  (1969,  with  the

isolation  of  the  first  gene)  that

accelerated  the  possibi l i ty  of

intervention on the body, unthinkable

until  then.  The  application  projects

that came out of such discoveries are

among the  most  impressive  for  our

society:  protein  engineering,  gene

therapy,  procreatics,  the  use  of

staminal cells. The alarming questions

arising on the future of humanity have

shaken the priorities of philosophical

thought: bioethics and the philosophy

o f  m e d i c i n e  h a v e  b e e n

institutionalized to allow these fields

to grow without being destructive to

human beings.

Starting in the 1960′s the body is thus

“tied  down”  to  speculation  and

becomes  a  “metaphoric  focus”,

ampl i f ied  by  the  act iv i t ies  of

marketing  and  the  visual  culture  of

advertising.  The  most  meaningful

reflections  come  from  what  was

defined  as  the  paradigm  of  body

ownership, or rather, of the prospect

of  offering  one’s  body  �  an  entity

which may be reduced to a few cells �

t o  s c i e n t i f i c  r e s e a r c h  o r

pharmaceutical  experimentation:  an

ownership which is directly correlated

w i t h  t h e  p o s s i b i l i t y  o f

commercialization and exploitation.

.

A  t o p i c  o f  v a s t  a n d  r a d i c a l

consequence if we think that talking

of  genetic  engineering  �  unlike  the

traditional expression of “selling one’s

body”,  which  calls  to  mind  age-old

s o c i a l  p h e n o m e n a  ( s u c h  a s

prostitution)  �  means  going  deeper

than  skin  depth,  an  intrusion  �  or  a

capacity of intervention � into what we

know as the innermost level known of

life, DNA.

In  this  case,  without  wishing  for  a

paternalistic  intervention  from

institutions,  the  patient,  though

v o l u n t e e r i n g  f o r  d i r e c t
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experimentation on his own persona,

may not be aware of  the degree of

scientific  uncertainty  that  directly

touches his physical  integrity,  rights,

privacy, and personality.

I f  many  inst i tut ions  agree  in

condemning  the  pursuit  of  the

greatest  profit  from  scientif ic

d i s c o v e r i e s  i n  t h e  f i e l d  o f

biotechnology,  not  everyone  agrees

on  their  limit,  that  is,  the  use  of

human materials to obtain results that

may  prove  instrumental  to  medical

problems  yet  to  solve  (handicaps,

rejection  of  transplanted  organs,

chronic  and  degenerative  diseases).

On  this  issue,  Ownership  of  the

H u m a n  B o d y  :  P h i l o s o p h i c a l

Considerations  on  the  Use  of  the

H u m a n  B o d y  a n d  i t s  P a r t s  i n

Healthcare , written by H.A. Ten Have

and  J.W.  Welie,  proves  particularly

illuminating  .

.

From a pragmatic viewpoint we need,

now  more  than  ever,  to  develop  a

culture of error, or in other words, a

capacity  of  prediction  equivalent  to

the consequences of the deviance (a

whish expressed by Wolf Singer in Das

Design des Menschen ). That becomes

naturally  possible  only  denying  the

utopia  of  planning,  and  becoming

aware of our limits � limits that show

an increasing need of an institutional

formalization,  yet  open  to  the

instances that come from society and

the  social  movements  that  struggle

for  an  alphabetization  of  risks  and

scientific possibiliti.

www.leopoldmuseum.org/exhibitions

.php?nav=2&id=1&sub=15&zaehler=2&t

otal=2

www.bodyworlds.com
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Robots@play
Luigi Pagliarini

I just got back from Denmark, where I

attended the first edition of

Robotsatplay . Spread over several

dates, the event � which soon we may

call one of the most significant events

on robotics in the Old Continent –

took place in the historic center of

Odense, one of Denmark’s oldest

cities, consecrated to the god Odin,

and birthplace of Hans C. Andersen.

Trying to assess the state of the art of

the world of robotics, the event

seems to have the objective of

gathering into its two fields of

research and robotics development

(both scientific as well as industrial)

the innovations that identified as

being more interactive and ‘playful’.

The name chosen for the event is

indeed a clear indication of its

purpose � in terms of design,

functionality, and potential impact on

society.

The event hosts a variety of section on

different themes, located in different

sites, in an organizational effort that I

can only call gargantuan � thankless

labor performed mainly by

Robo[Cluster] and by Syddansk

Universitet’s Maersk Institute, with the

financial support of Denmark’s

Ministry for Scientific and

Technological Research, the Region

(Fiona), the Township of Odense, the

Regional Agency for Tourism, and

different private organizations such as

LEGO, Fiona Bank, Entertainment

Robotics , and so on – realizing an

amazing total of seven segments on

assorted topics: Robo[Film],

Robo[Play], Robo[Trash],

Robo[Sports], Robo[Rave],

Robo[Camp], and Robo[Prize ].

.
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The overall effort translated into a

clear success of public, as official and

popular expressions of gratitude and

appreciation, especially towards the

creator and driving force of the event,

Henrik Hautop Lund, became more

and more direct and clear. Nothing

more to add. A real cultural success –

one that, to be frank, we are

becoming accustomed to expect from

Scandinavian culture, authentic

beacon of global civilization.

In fact it is becoming increasingly

clear that the relationship between

man and robots at the beginning of

the 2000′s is equally proportional to

the relationship that existed between

man and PCs at the end of the 1900′s.

So we might just as well start to get

used to the idea, culturally preparing

our society through a process that,

avoiding mystification � abundant in

certain genres of literature and

cinema, and discernible also in an all-

too-often encountered journalistic

approach, unprepared and “creative” �

may bring elements of a future

society in direct contact with the

public.

Thinking back of the unfolding of the

event, to which I was honored to

participate as organization consultant,

with the poster design, as member of

the Robo[Prize] jury, and co-curator of

the Robo[Rave], I realize that it is

extremely embarrassing to choose to

talk of one event instead of another,

or pick one artefact over another, as

they were all as important as

fascinating.

.

Nonetheless, I can’t help mentioning

those that, rather than more

interesting, I would define as

staggering. Firstly, the presentation of

the new jewel created by LEGO, the

MINDSTORMS NXT (

http://mindstorms.lego.com ), an

event that doesn’t need any further

remarks to underline its magnitude.

Secondly, the award of a 10.000 Euro

prize to one of the most advanced

prototypes of the MIT, Huggable (

http://robotic.media.mit.edu/project

s/theHuggable.html ), and the

participation of “masterpieces” of

modern robotics such as Paro (

http://paro.jp/english/index.html ) e

Atron ( http://hydra.mip.sdu.dk ). But

also the presence of the very efficient

“daily” robots like RoboMover (

http://www.friendlyrobotics.com ),

Roomba & Scooba (

http://www.irobot.com ) or the
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mesmerizing performance presented

by the project RobotHand (

http://www.kz.tsukuba.ac.jp/hoshino

), and by HanSaRam & Robonova (

http://rit.kaist.ac.kr ), or the

unparalleled show offered by Start

Kick (

http://www.merkur-starkick.de/en/d

efault.htm ), and so on.

A special mention goes to Robo[Rave]

, that is, the show within the show. At

Magasinet , an old theatre located in

the exact center of the town, five

shows followed one after the other

throughout five hours of

entertainment. Two of them were

definitely not to miss!.

.

Il primo è la coinvolgente

performance di Haile

(

http://www-static.cc.gatech.edu/gilw

ein/Haile.htm), figlia dell’ultimo

progetto del ricercatore Gil Weinberg

(scienziato e musicologo di origini

israeliane, già MIT ed ora trapiantatosi

nel centro per le ricerche musicali di

Atalanta), un robot percussionista che

ci ha regalato un impareggiabile jam

session (nel vero senso della parola!)

con lo stesso Gil e Scott Driscoll, uno

dei suoi trainers e realizzatori.

Il secondo, il RoboMusic Concert

architettato dallo stesso Henrik H.

Lund in combutta con il fondatore

della Remix Culture, nonché World
Music Award con più di un milione di

dischi venduti al suo primo album,

Funkstar Deluxe

(www.funkstardeluxe.com).

Il RoboMusic Concert, a cui ha preso

parte il gruppo italiano degli

eXtraLight (http://www.xlight.it) con

un uno spettacolo di danza di rara

bellezza, eleganza e raffinatezza che

ha coronato con una coreografia

ricolma di fascino e di mistero lo

scenario futurista della narrazione

musicale, consisteva in un

composizione musicale interattiva

(anche qui, nel vero senso della

parola!) per cui il pubblico, attraverso

dei dispositivi di varia natura e

manipolabilità era in grado di

influenzare, modificando run-time, lo

svolgimento del concerto stesso

(inteso come melodia, armonia e

sound). Il tutto, direi

miracolosamente, senza

compromettere, com’è che spesso

accade, la musicabilità

dell’esecuzione.
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The first was the riveting performance

by Hailie (

http://www-static.cc.gatech.edu/gil

wein/Haile.htm ) daughter of the last

project of researcher Gil Weinberg

(scientist and musicologist from Israel,

MIT scholar, recently relocated at

Atlanta’s center for musical research),

a drummer robot that gave us an

unforgettable jam session (in the real

sense of the word!) with the same Gil

e Scott Driscoll , one of his trainers

and creators.

The second, the RoboMusic Concert ,

created by Henrik H. Lund in person,

in collaboration with the founder of

Remix Culture , and winner of the

World Music Award with more than a

million records sold with his first

album, Funkstar Deluxe (

www.funkstardeluxe.com ).

The RoboMusic Concert, which saw

the participation of the Italian group

eXtraLight ( http://www.xlight.it ),

offering a dance performance of rare

beauty, elegance, and class, and

closing the musical narration’s futurist

scenario with a choreography filled

with charm and mystery, consisted in

an interactive musical composition.

Interactive was really the key, as the

audience, using devices of various

nature and touch, was able to

influence, modifying its run-time, the

concert being played (meaning

melody, harmony, and sound). The

entire process flowed miraculously

without compromising, as it often

happens, the performance’s

musicality.

.

In short, it was a real, significant step

forward in the pursuit for interactivity

between musician and audience,

which pushed the two to formulate an

actual theoretical paradigm (

www.e-robot.dk/robomusic.html ),

and which, we can bet on it, will soon

be followed by more artists.

Video intervista a Luigi Pagliarini

www.robotsatplay.dk
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Dropping Knowledge: Tavola Delle Voci Libere
Laura Colini

Heinrich  Heine  scrive:  “Dovunque  si

bruciano  i  libri,  alla  fine  si  bruciano

anche gli uomini”. A Berlino nel 1933 di

l ibr i  ne  bruciarono  a  migl ia ia

e Bebelplatz divenne il luogo simbolo

della Bücherverbrennung il rogo della

cultura  voluto  dai  nazisti.  Oggi  sulla

stessa Bebelplatz, piazza che si  apre

sull’arteria  berlinese  dell’Unter  den

Linder,  campeggiano  enormi  libri

dorati  con  i  nomi  dei  grandi  della

cultura tedesca.

Il 9 settembre del 2006 il simbolo di

Beblplatz  s i  r innova  in  chiave

moderna, ospitando centinaia di nomi

d e l l a  c u l t u r a  m o n d i a l e

contemporanea  in  un  evento

mediatico unico nel suo genere che va

sotto il nome di Table of Free Voices

(ToFV)  all’interno  dell’iniziativa

Dropping  knowledge  �  The  living

library.

Il  9  settembre  e’  stato  il  culmine,

nonchè  il  primo  evento  urbano  di

un’azione iniziata circa due anni prima

sotto la direzione di Ralf Schmerberg,

cineasta tedesco, insieme a un gruppo

di  collaboratori  berlinesi.  Dropping

Knowledge nasce come associazione

non-profit  e  viene  ufficialmente

registrata in Germania poi in USA con

il  supporto  del  Tides  center  (centro

per la formazione di NGO che cura vari

aspetti  tra  cui  quello  burocratico  e

finanziario) e con la partecipazione di

organizzator i  e  col laborator i

statunitensi.

L’associazione  riceve  il  supporto

organizzativo  da  moltissimi  enti,

istituti,  organizzazioni  non-profit,

fondazioni, centri di ricerca; nella lista

appaiono  soggetti  che  agiscono  a

livello locale e globale come German

Academy of the Arts AlterNet (news

magazine  and  online  community

creating original journalism) , Cinema

for  Peace  ,  LinkTV  –  Television

W i t h o u t  B o r d e r s ,  R a d i c a l

Media,  European  Institute  for  the

Media,  United  Nations  Development

Programme,  International  Forum  on

Globalization e molti altri ancora.
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.

Lo  scopo di  Dropping  knowledge e’

creare  una  piattaforma  mediatica

open source di dialogo che sviluppi in

modo  incrementale  conoscenza  e

sapere  comune  su  tematiche  di

attualita’  come  la  politica,  diritti

umani,  ambiente,  tecnologia  e  altro.

La  p iattaforma  e ’  una  r i sorsa

educativa  che  si  presenta  come  un

complesso  sistema di  networking  di

idee con testi, immagini, voci, video e

blog.  Tutto  creative  common  con

copy  left  principles.

Dropping  knowledge  diventa  visibile

online con la campagna Ask yourself,

con un sito che invitava utenti  della

rete  a  partecipare  all ’ iniziativa

inviando  domande  sottoforma  di

testo o di video autoprodotto (social

media:  copyleft  films  e  copyleft

commercials)  su  temi  considerati

fondamentali  per  la  societa’  attuale.

Nel corso di un anno gli organizzatori

hanno raccolto oltre 16000 domande

che provengono da ogni dove, molte

da persone sconosciute e molte altre

da  personaggi  del  mondo  dello

spettacolo  (Laur ie  Anderson,

l ’ a t t r i c e  D e r i l  H a n n a h ,  d e l l e

o r g a n i z z a z i o n i  u m a n i t a r i e  e

ambientaliste  come  Qin  Chuan,

Beijing,  Greenpeace  Beijing’s  media

officer,  l’attivista-scrittrice  Arundhati

Roy,  l’attivista  green  Julia  Butterfly

Hill etc…).

Tutte  le  domande  pervenute  sono

state  registrate  in  un  archivio

accessibile online al quale e’ possibile

aggiungere risposte e commenti.

.

In  collaborazione  con  il  German

research  center  for  Art i f ic ia l

Intelligence,  con  sede  in  Germania,

viene  costruito  un  archivio  di  dati

consultabile  secondo  un  sistema  di

tagging ad esplorazione non lineare.

Secondo gli organizzatori il sistema di

archivio/ibreria  vivente  deve  poter

replicare  quanto  piu’  possibile  la

formazione del  pensiero  umano che

r a r a m e n t e  e ’  l i n e a r e ,  m a

multidirezionale in quanto si nutre di
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contributi,  riferimenti  e  connessioni

non necessariamente consequenziali.

Q u i n d i  p e r  a c c e d e r e  a  u n a

informazione online, sia sottoforma di

domanda,  risposta,  link  o  video,  si

v i s u a l i z z a  u n  s e a r c h a b l e
database  organizzato  per  tags,

v i sua l i zzab i le  sot toforma  d i

un’architettura  stellare  su  tre  livelli

differenti.

Ad  esempio,  sotto  la  prima  tag

chiamata “temi  sociali”  ci  sono circa

una ventina di tags di primo livello, e

cliccando  una  della  tag  si  apre  un

secondo  livello  che  contiene  a  sua

volta circa un’altra ventina di tags. A

questo stadio e’ possible continuare la

selezione  ciccando  suila  tag  di

interesse (terzo livello)  e  accedere a

informazioni  piu’  dettagliate  link,

video  e  quant’altro.  Fare  esperienza

online  con  il  visual  browse  per  una

maggiore comprensione!

Questo  complesso  s istema  di

conoscenza che finora si  era  nutrito

esclusivamente  di  input  raccolti  nel

virtuale, esce dalla rete per occupare

uno spazio pubblico urbano, appunto

Bebelplatz il 9 settembre con il nome

di  Table  of  Free  Voices  (ToFV).  La

piazza è stata occupata da un enorme

tavolo di  38 mt di  diametro a cui  si

sono  seduti  112  personaggi  tra  cui

pensatori,  ricercatori,  giornalisti,

filosofi, artisti e attivisti da ogni parte

del  mondo.  Impossibile  menzionarli

tutti.
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La tavola e la piazza si sono presentati

c o m e  u n  g i g a n t e s c o  s e t

cinematografico: 112 attori seduti dalle

9  del  mattino  alle  6  di  sera  a  un

enorme tavolo con ognuno in fronte

un  microfono  e  una  minicam,  una

stazione  digitale  al  centro  per

permettere  lo  streaming dell’evento,

una  giungla  di  apparecchiature  per

luci, microfoni e macchine da presa e

una scenografia da fondale di piccoli

padiglioni  tra  cui  uno  dei  maggiori

sponsor  Allianz  –  Insurance,  Asset

Management and Banking worldwide

(http://knowledge.allianz.com/en/).

I  112  ospiti,  sono  stati  invitati  a

rispondere  simultaneamente  -senza

interagire con il/la proprio/a vicino/a-

con  un  limite  di  2  minuti  alle  100

domande  selezionate  tra  le  16000

p e r v e n u t e ,  c h e  c o n  u n  r i t m o

sostenuto  sono  state  scandite  dalle

v o c i  s u a d e n t i  d e l l ’ a t t i v i s t a

n i g e r i a n a  H a s f a t  A b i o l a  e

dell’attore Willem Dafoe. Le domande

organizzate per aree tematiche erano

molto generiche del tipo: “come sara’

i l  futuro?” ,  “poss iamo  ancora

considerarci indigeni nel 21secolo?”, ”

avere  internet  nelle  nostre  case

aumetera’  piu’  di  prima  il  senso  di

minaccia e controllo?”.

Le  risposte,  riversate  in  due  minuti

massimo  di  pellicola,  diventano

così  un patrimonio mediale  di  11200

minuti  complessivi  di  video,  i  quali

verranno editati e inseriti nel database

virtuale sopradescritto per permettere

agli  utenti  onl ine  di  repl icare,

commentare e aggiungere successivi

link e domande, aumentando in modo

potenziale  il  dialogo  e  l’archivio  di

conoscenza.

.

L’evento  del  ToFV  sebbene  sia

avvenuto in uno spazio pubblico, non

è del tutto riuscito a dialogare con il

reale. I passanti non sono stati messi

in grado non solo di partecipare, ma

nemmeno  di  ascoltare  quanto

accadeva. Non sono stati contemplati

schermi o apparecchiature per seguire
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l’evento e tanto meno i 112 attori sono

potuti uscire dal plot assegnatogli per

dibattere  o  discutere  alcune  delle

domande postegli, se non nei coffee

brake.

Nonostante  si  riconosca  quindi

l ’ u n i c i t a ’  e  i l  s u c c e s s o

dell’esperimento,  nonche’  l’impegno

eccezionale  degli  organizzatori,  che

considerano  l’evento  una  rampa  di

lancio per futuri progetti e azioni sotto

l’ombrello Dropping knowledge, viene

da domandarsi quanto la necessita’ di

spettacolarizzare  il  dialogo  per

renderlo  disponibile  nello  spazio

pubblico virtuale, abbia penalizzato lo

spazio  pubblico  fisico  ed  esperibile,

l imitandone  sia  l ’opportunita’

dell’interazione  data  dalla  singolare

compresenza dei 112 personaggi, sia la

capacità  di  capire  l ’hic  at  nunc

attraverso il  mancato contatto con il

luogo e la  popolazione prescelti  per

l’evento. Certamente questa potrebbe

essere  una  delle  tante  domande da

aggiungere all’archivio online.

www.droppingknowledge.org/

www.tidescenter.org/index_tc.cfmna

sce

AlterNet (news magazine and online

community  creat ing  or ig ina l

journalism)

Cinema for Peace

LinkTV – Television Without Borders

Radical Media

European Institute for the Media

United  Nat ions  Development

Programme

International Forum on Globalization

www2.dfki.de/web/

http://www.droppingknowledge.org/

bin/static/list/about_us_donate.pag

e
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Semantic Vjing
Silvia Bianchi

The number of images surrounding us

is everyday increasing in events and

place  of  every  kind.  Sometimes

probably you have thought about the

existence  of  a  secrete  meaning

behind the images that are projected

on screens of club and festivals and

about that meaning construction.

The existence of a meaning does not

appertain and feature all vjing works,

but  is  often  subordinated  to  an

aesthetic  use  of  images  turned  on

sensation  and  emotions.  Semantic

vjing  born  from  the  need  of  giving

images  a  sense  and  of  building  a

narration  also  in  the  absence  of  a

story  board.  Var ious  projects

a p p e r t a i n i n g  t o  t h i s  s e c t i o n

experiment  different  ways  to  play

with  images  starting  from  words.

We  start  in  these  review  from  the

work  of  Eugenio  Tisselli,  artist  of

mexican  origin  based  in  Barcelona,

author of the software “Semantic Vj“.

Already know in the Net Art world as

founder  of  the group Vaina System,

Eugenio Tisselli,  won in 2003 edition

of Ars Electronica, a special mention

for the installation ‘POL’.

.

“Semantic  Vj”  explains  Eugenio,  ”

belong to a project series called “The

Motorhueso  net  exper ience“ ,

containing  various  projects  focused

on  the  image  research  and  on

synonymic links trough web motor of

research. The first project, called Dada

n e w s f e e d

(

http://www.motorhueso.net/newsfee

d),  works  taking  in  a  first  moment

fresh news from the server and then

searching for an image related to one
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of  the  words  of  th is  news  and

presenting it  on full  screen.  Clicking

on the  news,  words  are  substituted

from they synonymous.

Come then to other projects: Building

f r o m  w o r d s :  e a r t h ,  s p a c e

(http://motorhueso.net/dcr/building

/ c i t y . h t m )  a n d  

http://motorhueso.net/dcr/buildspac

e/building.htm,  two  projects  (earth

and space)  that  allow to build a  3D

world, in which all the images comes

from a word that the software ask to

us  to  digit  at  the  beginning  of  the

usage.

A t  t h e  e n d  S y n o n y m o v i e

(

http://motorhueso.net/dcr/synonym

ovie/synonymovie.htm)  produce  a

sort  of  film  composed  by  images

linked  one  to  each  other  by  their

meaning: the first image is related to

the  first  word,  the  second  image

correspond to a  synonymous of  the

successive word, and so on..

.

Last of the series comes Semantic Vj,

a  software  tool  ironically  defined  “a

tool for lazy VJs”. The VJs that use this

software have only  to  write  a  word

that corresponds to the images that

they want to show and then images

appear  on  the  screen  and  move

themselves.

At  a  first  sight  the  Vj  could  seem

doing  a  little  work,  but  behind  this

process stay a very strong idea:  the

possibility  of  manipulating  images’

sequence  in  real  time  respecting  a

semantic  logic.  “I  have seen”  tell  us

Eugenio ”  many vjs  projecting really

complex images, with very interesting

special effects, but without narration

purport .”

The  work  of  Tisselli  deal  with  the

subversion  of  the  vjing  canonic

manner of production, working before

o n  t h e  p r o c e s s  o f  m e a n i n g

construction  and  after  on  a  images

research  process,  helped  by  the

semantic nature of the web. There is a

d o u b l e  w o r k  i n  t h e  m e a n i n g

construction,  in  a  first  moment  is

requested to the user to digit a word

to activate the narration mechanism,

in a second time the web act as a big

resource  of  meaning  and  values,

linking the word to a concrete image.

The link between the words and the

images  depends  on  the  arbitrarily

value of meaning and from the role of

tag  as  selectors  of  the  informatics

choose of the information.
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.

A software such as Semantic Vj allow

the VJ to work on the construction of

a narration in an easy and fast way.

Obviously it is not possible to create a

film in real time: films follow a linear

s t r u c t u r e  i n  w h i c h ,  e x c e p t

e x p e r i m e n t a l  f i l m s ,  i m a g e s

concatenation  generate  a  story.

Anyway  is  possible  to  maintain  a

certain  narrative  intentionality  also

without having a story board and at

the  same  time  without  renounce

completely to meaning as the VJs that

project  effects  and  images  in  a

fragmented manner do.  Semantic Vj

has been inspired from the ideas of

Lev  Manovich  on  narration  and

Database, and from his project: “Soft

Cinema”.

Lev  Manovich  sustain  that  in  a

“database”  of  wel l  organized

audiovisual  fragments,  where  each

fragment  has  got  h is  “ tag”  or

“metadata”,  is  possible  to  create

emergent narrative axes , introducing

words describing what we research as

final result. For example if we put in

the  words  “car”  and  “night”  the

database  should  answer  with  a

images,  sounds  or  videos  sequence

containing  effectively  cars  in  the

night.

.

The precision of this process depends

on  the  algorithm  operating  in  the

database and on the optimization of

the information contained inside it. If

we think to internet as a big database,

we  can  find  very  sophisticated

algorithm,  such  as  for  example  the

ones  used  by  Google.  But  what

happens if we insert the word “cane”

in  the  images’  research  motor?  We

will obtain images representing what

the word means in  English but  also

dog images, as dog in italian is cane.

T h i s  h a p p e n s  b e c a u s e  t h e

organization  criteria  in  internet  are

not yet standardized. Images on the

net has not got tag associated and we

cannot  know  as  them  have  been
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classified.  An  exception  to  the

standard is Flickr, where every image

has got it’s own tag and metadata, but

this  represent  only  a  little  example.

Tisselli  sustains  that  in  the  future

exploring  the  link  between  “VJing”

and  “image  search  engines”  will

become  everyday  more  interesting.

.

“Up today” says Eugenio, ” I have done

only a few VJ-sets using Semantic Vj,

but this is due to the fact that only a

f e w  c l u b s  h a v e  g o t  i n t e r n e t

connection  here  in  Barcelona.  My

most recent session had been in an

event  associated  to  the  festival

Pixelache  (http://www.pixelache.ac).

Semantic  VJ  is  a  sketch  of  what  I

would like to focus on in the future:

I’m already considering to work on a

Semantic  VJ  2.0,  which  may  leave

more possibilities to the VJ. .

Internet  research  is  becoming  an

important  element  for  several  vjs:

take as a sample the software Satellite

Jockey  (http://satellitejockey.net/),

by the brazilian Rick Silva, which use

material  coming from Google  maps.

Take a look to the interview by Marco

Mancuso on Digimag 16 – July/August

2006,  without forgetting the project

WJ-S by Anne Roquigny interviewed

by Marco Mancuso on Digimag 12  –

March 2006.

Before Semantic Vj, in 2002 I realized

MIDIPoet,  a  software that  allow the

user to manipulate texts and images

in real time, using a MIDI. MIDIPoet is

a  free  software,  it  is  possible  to

d o w n l o a d  i t  f r o m

http:/www.motorhueso.net/midipoet

.  There you can find documentation

about  that,  tutorials  and  sample.

MIDIPoet  has  got  is  own  visual

language  for  building  configurations

of  manipulated  texts  and  images.  I

have used midi poet non only in vjing

s e s s i o n s ,

(http://motorhueso.net/vj/vj.htm),

but  also  in  interactive  audiovisual

i n s t a l l a t i o n s

(

http://motorhueso.net/vainasystems

/flower.htm)  and  poetry  shows

(http://motorhueso.net/poetry.htm)

a n d

(

http://motorhueso.net/midipeng/pic

s.htm).

I  wrote  a  Manifesto  Text  Jockey  in

2002 too; there you can read some of

the ideas behind MIDIPoet.
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Light Up Y(our) Contemporary
Miriam Petruzzelli

If,  as De Kerkhove states,  we are in

the electric era, it is then allowed to

consider the forms of digital culture to

be  a  sort  of  Diogenes’  lantern  with

which illuminate our “humanity”.

Light up your contemporary , that is to

say  Transart,  at  its  sixth  edition

between Trento and Bolzano, seems

to boost this vision through a hectic

schedule of events and performances

where  research,  contamination  and

quality  combine  to  form an  original

blend  of  music,  dance,  theatre,  art

and  new  technologies  on  the

background  of  new  and  fascinating

train  warehouses,  factories  and

deserted  monuments.  After  a

suggestive  opening  (8.09)  with  the

Arabian  Nights  by  the  Absolute

Ensemble in which Occidental music

pop/rock  was  combined  with  the

typical  sonorities  of  the  traditional

Arabic  repertoire,  the  festival  has

devoted  a  long  week-  end  to  the

contaminations  between  video,  art

and music, in the suggestive fortress

of  Fortezza.  Video-art  is  one  of  the

major  parts  of  the  show,  where

multimediality and innovation are the

leitmotivs with a particular attention

to  the  contemporaneous  musical

experimentation.

The  magnificent  setting  of  the

Fortress has housed the first of three

monographic  short  stor ies  by

Skoltz_Kolgen  one  of  the  most

popular video-artist and Canadian live

media performer duo. Silent Room is a

video-poem made up of 16 “tableaux

vivants”, evocation of 16 rooms of an

imaginary hotel. Awarded at the New

York  Independent  Film  and  Video

Festival in 2004, it  is made up of 16

sequences  of  sounds  and  images

leading the spectator into the psyche

and emotive state  of  human beings

a p p e a r i n g  a s  p h a n t o m s  o f

themselves.
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“Our challenge is to make Informatics

skeletons  sensual,  creating  a  new

visual  space  with  a  credibility  such

that  people,  when  plunged  in  it,

believe  it  to  be  authentic  so  as  to

touch it, even if it is just a figurative

and  abstract  dimension.  ”  So  say

Dominique T.  Skoltz and Herman W.

Kolgen  ,  whose  polyhedric  artistic

production finds its cardinal point in

the  audiovisual  performances

exploring  the  intrinsic  connexion

between  sound  and  image.

The portrait, dedicated to Skoltz and

Kolgen  at  the  discovery  of  digital

sensuality, carried on with two further

events  in  Bolzano  .  During  the  first

one, ASKAA (already shown in Italy at

the Mixed Media festival of Milan on

May 2006 ) was presented. It is a work

which launches the spectator  into a

virtual  greenhouse  populated  by

virtual plants multiplying endlessly on

the  tracks  of  microtonal  sounds,

e l a b o r a t e d  i n  a  r a n d o m  p r e -

determined by the artists. ASKAA is an

ecosystem reacting to music growing

under the stimulus of sound impulses.

Stimulating  vegetative  processes,

organic  images  of  blossoming

vegetation overflow the screens and

invade the environment. The review -

dedicated  to  the  two  Canadian

artists-ended with Epiderm , in which

science  becomes  an  instrument  for

artistic research, between sound and

vision, guiding the spectator through

a curvilinear  travel,  which,  from the

skin,  induces  to  an  infinitesimal

hyper-reality.

.

The senses rule even in the installation

La  f leur  de  la  Peau  by  Mathieu

Briand,- young French artist, devoted

to  face  the  conventional  criteria  of

visual  language-  as  well  as  in  the

installation of the choreographer Prue

Lang ; La fleur de la Peau , presented

for  the first  time in  Italy  within  the

Fest iva l  of  Trento ,  which  i s  a

fundamental lap of the experimental

path of  the artist,  consisting in  two

frontiers:  on one side,  the notion of
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interdisciplinarity,  on  the  other  side,

the notion of experience.

A  house,  a  suspended  place,  a

nebulous atmosphere cut by a green

laser  fol lowing  the  traces  of  a

hypnotic  music.  Undulating  motion,

c a u s e d  b y  t h e  u n e x p e c t e d

movements of  dancers,  rise little  by

little around the spectators while the

normal perception stops and the mind

opens to new sensorial horizons.

As  far  as  music  is  concerned,  the

festival  fol lowed  with  a  soirée

introduced by the historic electronic

harp of Zeena Parkins , prelude to the

sample  of  sounds  Matmos  have

dedicated to ten personalities of the

world  of  art,  philosophy,  history  in

order  to  reinvent  their  personality.

Patricia  Highsmith,  Valerie  Solanas,

Ludwig  Wittgenstein,  Darby  Crash,

William Burroughs, Re Ludovico II  of

Bavaria will come to life again through

the tension of a sound filled with irony

and ambiguity.

.

“Points of view” is the title of the show

gathering  the  works  by  Anri  Sala,

Christian  Jankowski,  Eva  Marisaldi,

Annika Larson, Aernout Mik and Diego

Perrone  :  suspended  between

personal stories and social researches,

the  video-works  here  presented  are

revelations  of  contemporary  art.

Between  experimentations  halfway

between music and architecture, live

music  and  eminent  anniversaries

celebrations(this year is the centenary

of Samuel Beckett’s birth), the axis of

the  festival  extends  from  Rovereto

northward  up  to  Innsbruck  for  then

plunging  again  into  visions  and

sounds with Matthew Barney and his

Drawing Restraint , last movie carried

out  in  collaboration  with  Björk  (co-

protagonist).

It is then impossible to document in

its  complexity  a  festival  which  has

undoubtedly the merit of being able

to create a platform of inter-regional

and  trans-border  contemporary

culture, thanks to the participation of

artists of international calibre, to the

support of local authorities and to the

col laborat ions  with  the  most

renowned  European  festivals.

Transart even managed to involve, as

many would like to, a heterogeneous

(and more and more motivated by a

serious  and  qualified  cultural  offer)

public, thanks to a policy of definitely

prices  reasonable.  The  festival  will

stop  on  the  8  th  of  October  with
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sound  environments  by  Benedict

Mason ,  magnetic  improvisations  by

Bob  Ostertag  and  Pierre  Hebért  ,

choreographies by Veronica Riz . For

insights  Radio  Tandem  of  Bolzano

devotes some specials to the festival

you can listen and download on the

Alto Adige Cultura podcast.

www.transart.it/_Bottom.aspx?pid=3

0&tabindex=0&tabid=659

http://podcasting.provinz.bz.it/cultur

a/index.php?cat=cultura
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Abstracta 06: Cinema Astratto Remake
Claudia D'Alonzo

“But a day Eggelin found out the new

artistic form suitable for our

experiences. This wasn’t nor painting

nor music. It was just, we noticed it

later, after a work full of fever,

cinema! – Hans Richter 1918.

From the Twenties on authors coming

from  visual  arts  have  started  to

manipulate  the  cinematographic

language to snatch it to pure narration

and  reality  reproduction:  Eggeling,

Ruttman, Léger, Picabia address their

camera  beyond  the  phenomenal

reality,  giving  the  cinema  musical

rules  of  rhythm  and  composition,

experimenting the use of the film as

material, made up of light and shade.

Abstract  cinema,  which  do  not  tell

about and do not show nothing but

itself,  defined  by  Rudolf  Kuntz

“absolute”,  antithetical  category  to

diegetic  cinema.

Among the historical abstract cinema

festivals the last one dates back 1951:

one of the shows of the group COBRA

, is  organized by Jean Raine a Liegi

and  animated  by  the  works  by

Fernand  Léger,  Marcel  Ducham  ,

Germaine  Dulac,  Max  Ernst,  Luigi

Veronesi, Len Lye, Hans Richter, Henry

Moore .

This  research tendency distinguishes

from  commercial  cinema  paths.  We

can find its fundament in a multitude

of  expressive  contemporaneous

typologies  extending  from  video-art

to documentary, from digital video to

vjing.  To  sum  up  the  polyhedric

reincarnations  of  the  “absolute”

cinema,  the  Roman  association

Abstracta has given birth, from the 12

t o  t h e  1 7  o f  S e p t e m b e r  ,  t o

Abstracta®2006,  Abstract  Cinema

International Show , which took place

in  four  different  places:  The  French

Embassy,  Filmstudio80,  the  Istituto

Cervantes and the House of Cinema.

The  show,  directed  by  Massimo

Pistone, has seen the participation of

two  hundreds  of  authors,  very

different for technique and approach

to the abstraction theme.
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Among  the  explicit  intents  of  the

organisers, I can mention the fact that

they  didn’t  want  to  create  sections

within the schedule to remain loyal to

the basis laid by Jean Raine at COBRA

festival of Liegi. The decision to gather

the works proposed in an all-inclusive

m a c r o - g r o u p  h a s n ’ t  a n y w a y

manifested a clear and original critical

interpretation from the organisers of

how the cinematographic abstract has

configured  and  evolved  within  the

c o n t e m p o r a n e o u s  a r t i s t i c

experiences:  it  was  then provided a

thorough  historical  documentation

a v o i d i n g  t h e  p r e s e n t  s c e n e

interpretation,  elaborated  both  in

critical analysis and in biographies of

the artists participating. It would have

been useful to build a bridge between

the  historical  event  of  1951  and

modern  productions,  manifest  a

r e a d i n g  k e y  o f  t h e  c h a n g e s

undergone  by  abstract  and  on  the

meaning this definition assumes now

and  make  the  authors  selection

criteria  become  readable.

By  an  autarchic  reading  of  the

schedule  emerge  essentially  three

visions  of  abstract.  First  of  al l ,

Abstract as de-construction of linear

structure,  rendered  mainly  through

e d i t i n g ,  u s e d  t o  c o m p o s e

independent visual modules, such as

in  the  work  by  Björn  Kämmer  and

Karoline  Meiberger  ,  Austrian  duo

author  of  Aim  (2005)ande  Escalator

(2006) , two videos based on an ironic

and  destabi l is ing  cut ’n  mix  of

fragments of  b&w movies,  which,  in

their simplicity make the mechanism

of  semantic  de-structuring  of  the

original material explicit.  Even in the

French  video,  Paris  une  réalité

inachevé  (2005)  ,  (jury  ‘s  special

mention), in which digital composition

becomes a collage of visual remnants

reproduced  in  series  and  edited

playfully with the sonorous rhythm to

build a pop and multi chromatic Paris.

.

Abstract  indeed as  form dissolution:

creation of sets different from reality.

As  in  the  visionary  Contamination
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(2003) , by the English Carl Stevenson

, in a set dominated by a metaphysical

nothing, cats-pigeons and men-birds

move,  hybrids  which  seem  to  have

flied  from a  Ernst’s  picture  into  the

gloomy bichromy of black and white

ink of the video. Abstractism of digital

plots are instead the videos Hemline

(2005) , by the Italian collective Otolab

,  and Gestalt  (2003)  by  the  German

Thorsten Fleish , experimentation and

perceptive stimulation works, digitally

generated  in  minimal  fractals

evolutions.

And  last,  Abstract  as  visual  poetry:

given both from an amalgam of vision

and word as well as from mute report

of  images  which,  in  their  presence

bypass  the  verbal  communication.

The visual verse seem “video-poems”

by  T  orben  Skjodt  Jensen,  Danish

artist who from 92 to 98 has realised a

triad of works Flâneur , inspired at the

life and works of Baudelaire, Calvino

and Benjamin, figures emerging from

a  way  of  narrat ing  which  isn ’t

narration  but  discontinuous  plots  of

suspended  words,  interwoven

together  by  a  web of  images.  Even

digital video by Fabio Franchino , Les

Neuvelles  (2004),  seems to  want  to

tell, without voice, the Turin’s prisons

corridors,  a  non  place  where  the

vision is blocked against white walls

and narration is  schizoid,  alternating

quite still  veiling and fading, to loop

fixing  your  look  (and  life)  on  the

poster  with  the  inscription  (“1°

BRACCIO”).

.

The  jury ’  (made  up  of  Americo

Sbardella,  president of  Filmstudio80,

Fernando  Méndez-Leite,  director  of

ECAM of Madrid, and Umberto Massa,

independent producer), has given the

award to the Italian video-artist Saul

Saguatti . The winning work, Basmati

( 2 0 0 6 ) ,  r e p r e s e n t s  a

meeting/mediation  point  between

the  technical-formal  solutions  of

contemporaneous  digital ,  the

extemporaneous-musical  editing  of

vy ing  and  a  v isua l  aesthet ics

borrowed by the pictorial abstractism

of  the  avant-gardes  in  the  early

twentieth  century.

It  is  about  images  made  by  hand,

digital animated painting that creates

loop,  and  monads  edited  in  feature

movies or mixed in live sets. Saguatti

achieves “chromatic music”, theorised

by the futurists Ginna and Corra. He

hasn’t elaborated an original language

but he proposes a revisiting of what
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real  experimentation  was  at  the

beginning of  the  Twentieth  century,

giving it  a  new process  structure:  a

ninety- year -ago dream carried out

thanks to digital technologies.

www.abstractacinema.com/
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Simply Ars Electronica
Tiziana Gemin

The contemporaneity is  irremediable

influenced, in its various domains, by

the  use  of  the  technologies,  which

should be used to simplify our life and

t o  m a k e  t h e  s h a r i n g  o f  o u r

experiences more direct. But the new

technologies  influence  us  and

p e r s u a d e  u s  t o  n o t  a l w a y s

spontaneously behaviours in order to

permit  the  interaction  between  the

mankind and the machine; forcing us

to these actions,  in  some way,  they

complicate our life.

We find us in an intermittence state

between  two  not  opposed  but

complementary  conditions,  between

two  terms  which  characterize  our

everyday  life;  we  are  today  always

suspended  between  simplicity  and

complexity.  The  art,  which  uses  the

new  technologies  as  a  creative

instrument,  contains  itself  both  the

aspects, and the artist, who expresses

himself with such tools, tries to hide

the technological side, to make it less

visible,  in  order  to  close  the  gap

psychological gap which separates us

from  the  artificial  and  to  make  us

“forget”  the  complexity  of  the

machine,  in  order  to  obtain  a  more

spontaneous and human interaction.

The work  of  the artist  John Maeda,

author  of  the  book  “The  laws  of

simplicity”  goes  towards  these

di rect ions ;  he  t r ies  to  create

instruments,  which  are  able  to

translate his expressive language into

the machine’s  language,  establishing

alternative  models  of  interaction

which  make  the  access  to  the

technologies  simpler.  Maeda  self  is

the inspirer of the theme of the 2006

edition of the Ars electronica festival

hold from 31 August to 5 September in

Linz .
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The title of the festival, Simplicity � the

art  of  complexity,  represents  the

double  essence  that  characterizes

many social, artistic but also political

phenomena  of  our  days;  the  works

exposed during the festival  describe

this concept very well.

Among the exposed works at the O.K.

Centrum in  Linz  ,  the Messenger  of

Paul De Marinis won the Golden Nica,

the prize given by Ars Electronica in

the  Interactive  Art  section.  The

i n s t a l l a t i o n  c o n n e c t s  i n  a

metaphorical  way  new  technologies

with  older  one  and  in  particular  it

draws  near  Internet  to  the  electric

telegraph,  created  by  the  scientist

Francesco  Salvà.  In  concrete,  a

computer receives contents in email

coming  from  the  net,  it  transcodes

them letter  for  letter  and translates

them in another shape.

One  of  the  receiving  devices  is

composed  by  26  g lass  vases ;

everyone  is  filled  with  an  electrode

and it  contains  electrodes  of  metal,

which  represent  a  letter  of  the

alphabet. The electric current makes

the  electrodes  change  their  aspect,

from  bright  to  dull  and  produce

hydrogen  bubbles  around  the  letter

activated  by  the  web  message.  A

second  device  is  composed  by  26

skeletons; every one wears a poncho

with  the  letter  he  represents  and

when  it  is  selected  to  transmit  the

message,  the skeleton jumps.  A last

device  is  composed  by  26  pots  in

metal  which  produce  the  message

with 26 different pre recorded voices.

The  news  travels  around  the  world

and then it switches off so.

(www.well.com/demarini/)

.

Another  installation  suspended

between  the  traditional  and  the

innovative principles is Hello World of

Yunchul  Kim,  a  type  of  analogical

temporary memory aesthetically very

interesting.

It is such a column, composed by 246

meters  of  copper tubes,  with which

the sound vibrations travel. The voice

message “Hello world”  codified by a

computer  travels  in  the  system and

with the acoustic delay provoked by

the length of the tubes is possible to

store the data. Longer is the path that

the modulated waves have to make,

greater will  be the delay and with it

greater will be the memory ability. In
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this installation the delay is about 0.8

sec., which corresponds to a kilobit of

memory ability; after having travelled

inside  the  tubes,  the  sound  is

decoded and sent to a monitor where

the  sentence  is  displayed  and  the

message can be understood.

Drawn is a Zachary Lieberman‘s work,

which proposes a type of more direct

and intuitive  interaction;  it  manages

to make a simply drawing made with

ink alive and to make it interact with

the author’s hands in a spontaneous

way.

On a table there is a white sheet and

the user is asked to leave a sign on it

with ink and brush. A camera above

the  table  shoots  the  picture  and  a

digital animation software reproduces

therefore the video signal in real time

and  it  projects  it.  The  result  is  an

hybrid video signal,  which combines

effective and virtual reality, where the

user’s  hands  can  interact  with  the

created  sign  moving  and  pushing  it

with the screen as it was animated.

.

Another  interesting  work  is  the

Khronos projector of Alvaro Cassinelli,

which allows us to see pre recorded

videos  in  an  alternative  way  in

c o m p a r i s o n  w i t h  t h e  n o r m a l

modalities.  It  offers  to  the  users  to

physically change a surface of flexible

projection in order to cause an effect

on  the  projection  time;  that  is,

touching  the  screen,  the  user  can

make  parts  of  the  whole  image  go

ahead or back chronologically.

The work of the G.R.L. group (Graffiti

Research  Lab)  is  based  on  another

type  of  interaction.  GRL  sees  the

public space as a hacking and action

p l a c e ;  t h e  i d e a  i s  t o  u s e  t h e

technology  to  strengthen  the

expressive  personal  opportunities  in

the  urban  communication.  The

studies of the group brought to the

development of a device which tries

to improve the normal instruments of

street art with the new technologies.

Their  creations  embrace  throwable

magnetic  leds  which  are  stuck  to

various  surfaces,  urban  mobile

projection,  electro  graffiti,  stickers

with  circuits.

(http://graffitiresearchlab.com/)
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The Road Movie project is developed

on the road, too, but with other tasks.

It  tries  a  projection  modality  of  the

local in the global sphere. The German

and Japanese artists of the Exonemo

group have installed on buses which

travel  throughout  the  Japan  ,

webcams which shoot pictures of the

surrounding panorama during all  the

travel and they sent it to a web site.

The images can be printed on sheet

models  of  the  bus  and  bent  in  a

certain way they can create a reduced

three-dimensional  version  of  the

Road-Movie bus and at the same time

they can show part of the surrounding

panorama  in  a  r ight  place  and

moment.

(

http://exonemo.com/RM/index.html

)

The  Kaffe  Matthews’  work  Sonic

Bed_london  involves  exclusively  the

physical sphere; it is a simple and bare

installation which offers an alternative

way of listening to music. To use this

audio system we have to lie on a large

bed, under which there are a series of

1 2  l o u d s p e a k e r  c a p a b l e  o f

reproducing  very  high  or  very  low

sound  frequencies  which  can  be

heard by the skin and by the bones

more than by the hearing. The effect

is a message of harmonic frequencies

which pass vibrating throughout our

body.

Ars  Electronica  managed  to  create

also this year a series of very involving

events.  The  musical  scheduling  was

very interesting, above all on Sunday

night with the title: Some Sounds and

Some Fury.  It  managed also to take

the tradition and expanded its limits,

disclosing  the  opportunities,  offered

by the new technologies,  to expand

the ways to compose music and also

t o  u s e  i t .  A m o n g  t h e  l i v e

performances  the  Ryoichi  Kurokawa

one was particularly  valued.  He was

seen  in  Italy  at  the  Mixed  Media

festival in Milan the last May and his

performances  show how sound and

imagines can combine each other in a

s o l e  r e s u l t  i n  a n  e x t r e m e l y

harmonious way, without the fact that

one part prevails on the other.  They

give  also  strong  emotions  with  an

a b s t r a c t  g r a p h i c  m i x e d  w i t h

minimalist  rhythms.
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The  Nout  Human’s  performance

(Recombinant media labs) with sound

effects  was  very  suggestive,  with

Ulrich  Maiss  at  the  violoncello  and

Masako Tanaka at the visual effects,

it’s  an  elegant  but  powerful  way to

propose the influence between sound

and image.

Among the other performances there

is the Matmas’ one (Drew Daniel and

Martin  Schmidt)  altogether  with

Zeena Parkins,  performed on a boat

near the Linz port. They managed to

create sonorities with great diapasons

leaned  on  dry  ice  blocks  whose

vibrations thanks to the changing of

the  ice  state,  were  expanded  and

gave  an  unusual  sound  frame.

Eventually the Black One is not only

unusual  in  the  electronic  music

domain  but  also  captivating.  It  was

born  by  the  SUNN  O)) )  group,

composed by Stephen O’Malley  and

Greg Anderson who both came from

the  same  black  metal/doom  scene.

The  live  with  primitive  and  at  the

same  time  dramatic  sonorities

provoked  an  esoteric  atmosphere

based on very slow and heavy sounds,

it proved that their saying (full volume

gives the best results) works well.

.

The great originality of Ars Electronica

2006 was however the Saturday day

with the title: Going to the country � A

day-trip to the Hinterland in Search of

Simplicity.  The  audience  of  the

festival was moved with buses to St.

Florian, about 15 Km from Linz , where

inside the baroque monastery of the

t o w n  t h e r e  w e r e  m u s i c a l

performances and lectures, and many

installations  were  exhibited.  One  of

the problems of the location was the

excessive  overcrowding  of  the

conference  rooms  which  makes  the

entrance sometimes very difficult.

It  was a very uncommon day within

the normal scheduling of the festival

with  many  audience.  Among  the

many  performances  there  was  a

concert played with the bells of the
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monastery  by  Michael  Nyman.  An

experimental  series  of  works  which

think on the forms of the code within

a new way of seeing the programming

language and the software structures

by Ben Fry. There were examples of

generative  animations  edited  by  Lia

and Miguel Carvalhais and the strange

sound performance of Hilke Fahrmann

and  Jurgen  Schneider  with  one  of

their  musical  instruments,  the

“Scapha”,  a  long  steel  guitar  which

must be played with more hands and

c o n n e c t  t o  a  s o f t w a r e  w h i c h

elaborates and reproduces the sound.

Within the other events of the festival,

the locations in Linz and also the Ars

Electronica Center and its permanent

exhibition  were  the  same.  There,

interesting panels took place and new

works  were  exposed  near  the  old

ones. Among the new works there is

an interesting Morphovision-Distorted

House  by  Toshio  Iwai;  it’s  a  system

that  underlines  the  phenomena

connected to the light effects, where

a  little  box  turns  very  quickly  and

seems to change aspect as it was an

animation and not a solid. But actually

the change is only simulated with the

lightening given by the special lights.

The transformation changes choosing

with  a  button  one  of  the  different

patterns  that  modify  the  light  and

combine with the rotation movement,

creating a new reality.
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At  the  Lentos  Museum  of  Art  was

possible  seeing  the  Nature  work  of

John Maeda, the same author of the

symposium of this edition. Nature is a

series  of  short  and  hypnotic  video

sequences, created by a software of

the same artist, who takes inspiration

from the abstract expressionism. The

Maeda’s  goal  was  to  have  the

opportunity  to  paint  with  the

computer  in  a  sign  language.  His

motion  paintings  show  abstract

images,  which  can  evoke  natural

forms in evolution with slim changes

of colour and shape.

The  Linz’s  University  of  Art,  which

every  year  shows  a  d i f fe rent

showcase of the works coming from

art institutes all over the world, in this

edition  exposed  the  projects  of

students coming from the University

of Art and Design in Helsinki  with a

different choice of works: from videos

to installations and devices for playful

tasks.

Eventually  the  Hauptplatz  in  Linz

hosted many other different projects.

Among them there is  Moon Ride of

Assocreation, where the audience was

invited to participate riding a special

bicycle  in  order  to  generate  the

necessary  energy  to  fuel  a  great

battery  which  switches  on  a  great

bright  balloon  poised  in  air  on  the

digital community who were present

at Ars Electronica 2006.

www.aec.at
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Struttura, A Wreck In The Digital Sea
Giulia Simi

According to the Italian dictionary,

Structure means an organic system of

elements, materials or not materials,

on a mutual coordination and

interdependence terms. This is also

what we find during Tuscan three

days of studying and comparison

between the languages and the new

media art.

Structure, this year at its second

edition, is a system of elements on a

mutual coordination and

interdependence terms. The

organizers are an example of it: a

group of boys and girls with a

different cultural background but they

share the same theoretical and

practical participation to the digital

media. The result is a winning mix,

which perfectly combines the artistic

look with the technical one; in pursuit

of destroy useless barriers between

working and school camps, which are

only apparently different.

Besides the exposition of some

installations and the projection of a

video review taken from the

prestigious Festival of Pesaro, the

exhibition was animated by artists, art

critics, researchers and experts of the

new technologies (Sandra Lischi,

Valentina Tanni, Bianco-Valente, Luca

Farulli, only to mention some names),

who tackled the communication, the

digital art and their likely future

developments, with the intention of

beginning to walk on the same street.

What would our society become if

technicians, scientists, philosophers,

literates and artists begin really to

study altogether in order to create

complex vision of the reality? If we

stop working alone in our ivory tower,

would we manage to create

representations really useful to

comprehend the human being and

the relationships, which he creates

with the others and the environment?
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I spoke about this with one of the

organizers of Structure, Thomas Alisi,

web-engineer in Meex.it and

doctorand at Micc (media integration

and communication centre) as well as

teacher in the postgraduate degree in

Multimedia Content Design at the

University of Florence , where for the

first time I’ve met him as a student

Giulia Simi: We start from the

beginning. From what was Structure

born?

Thomas Alisi: It was born from a mix

of different competences. The

support of the city council of San

Vincenzo was fundamental to start

and keep on developing: it is rare to

find a sensibility to the new media in

the public administration. The real

core of Structure is the attitude of its

attendees to the development,

diffusion and sharing of contributions,

in a dramatically interdisciplinary

view, oriented to the new media. If

you explore the origin of the name of

the exhibition, it’s clear the

contradiction between the learned

and semiotic attitude and the wanted

reference of a mainstream symbol in

the evolution of the technologies:

Matrix. The completely horizontal

nature of “Structure” is reflected in the

meex.it project which shares the

attendees: literally “media experience”

remembers the act of blending and so

of creating a mix of different

competences. This horizontal

Structure allows us to act in a flexible

way and to attract that spirit of

“voluntarism” which is necessary for

the realization of the festival.

Giulia Simi:  This year edition was

centred above all on the video-art and

the net art. According to you, which

are the common points and the

differences among these artistic

subjects

 Thomas Alisi: The last year I

confronted myself with the professor

Farulli of the Academy of fine arts of

L’Aquila : he showed me a work of the

video-artist Petulia Mattioli. At the

end of the projection he asked me an

opinion on the just seen work; I would

have given a comment which was

suggested more by the provoked

emotive state rather than by a

previous knowledge which allows me

to judge with the right objectivity.

With my great surprise the comment

that I made was in agreement with

what the professor Farulli had
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theorized. I think that the common

point among these different subjects

could be, besides a similarity created

by the lowest common denominator

of the new media, the attitude to

explore the nature and the meaning

of the net, so as communicate with

non conventional or even unknown

tools. I think that the goliardic

contrast, which rarely is created in the

mutual comment of the artistic

production, is the symptom that these

subjects have more common points

than differences.

.

Giulia Simi:  I found in Structure an

exact intention of combining the

artistic vision with the technical one,

united with the medium of

connection: the computer. According

to you, how hard is this process? And

which results could it give if it were a

more widespread praxis both in the

academic and external area?

Thomas Alisi: To combine the two

visions is necessary and also even if it

means the breakage of friendly or

collaboration relationships or else.

Every second used to decant

technique into art and contrariwise is

very important. The technologies are

complex and they will become more

and more complex. The artistic vision

needs a background of aesthetics,

whose weight increases continually. It

is simply impossible to realize

something that is technically valid and

artistically suggestive, without there is

a convergence between the two

realities in a sole flow of media. The

potentialities of the sharing and of the

cooperation are clearly unlimited but

it is very difficult to win the

resistances, above all in an academic

area: unfortunately the first obstacle

to deal with in order to realize

something is very often to force the

shopkeeper logic.

Giulia Simi: In one of the speeches of

these three days there was a heated

debate on the opportunity to create a

sharing knowledge with internet. And

more: you spoke about the

opportunity to create universally valid

concepts on the basis of predefined

algorithms. The research on the

semantic web, among the other

things, forecasts the opportunity to

create the keywords of a text

automatically, relieving therefore

from this process the human mind,

whose limit would be its subjective

vision. But don’t you think that this

hides the presumption of thinking the
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technology as a neutral instrument,

which is able to create a universal and

objective knowledge? That is, don’t

we risk creating a sharing knowledge

but actually an extremely limited

knowledge, without gradations and

without that wealth which is formed

by a multi-vision of the reality?

Thomas Alisi: The evening in which we

talked principally of video-art, came

out the theme: artificial intelligence.

The couple of artists Bianco – Valente

showed one work of theirs: two

machines which face each other

talking, in the empty pursuit of

exceeding the Turing’s test,

potentially pushing the conversation

towards the infinity, till an electric

spring would have nourished them.

Who could ever believe that two

human beings can talk for evermore

without having the need to meet

one’s own bodily needs? When you

ask someone to multiply two numbers

of six digits, the more intelligent

answer is a long pause of reflection

which ends with the communication

of a wrong result rather than a right

elaboration which is lasted some

nanoseconds. The machines don’t

comprehend how soft is a cat, the

light hot taste of the just pressed oil,

the ensemble of the perfumes which

remember the childhood. The

machines are very good to tolerate

billions of letters and symbols, to

categorize, to find separation plans, to

calculate distributions curves. They

are beasts of burden which bring their

burden at the top of the mountains.

What is created, then, is in the hands

of the people, in their creation ability;

they realize a second of ecstasy and

then find another mountain and then

start again from square one.

.

Giulia Simi:  This year the title of Ars

Electronica was “Simplicity, the art of

Complexity”. You were there. Do you

think that this is the future? To

transform the complexity into

simplicity? John Maeda says that

simplicity isn’t the contrary of

complexity but its complementary

key, what allows us to get and use the

polymorphisms of the virtual reality or

the nets of the global knowledge.

That is, we need a simply approach in

front of a complex world. Do you

agree with this sentence? How do you

think it can translate within the future

development of the new media?

Thomas Alisi: We don’t transform the

complexity into simplicity. There’s no
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distinction between complexity and

simplicity. There’s no limit to

complexity and so to simplicity. The

scientists who theorized and

experimented the concepts of

thermodynamics have underlined

these sentences about one hundred

years ago: entropy, heat, chaos are

destined to increase. When we clearly

understand the essence of the

complexity, which we have to handle,

we comprehend automatically the

simplicity which this has to be

described with. An academic

professor of geometry was used to

say that his subject was as the centre

of a cube of large sizes: more we

studied it and more we went to one of

the cube’s top and apparently the

visual get smaller. But when we arrive

at the top and we turn round, then the

beautiful simplicity of the cube comes

out. There is only one way to help the

development of a united vision of

simplicity and complexity, as Samuel

Beckett said: to try, to fail, to try

again, to fail again but better.

http://www.struttura.li.it/
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The End Of Neverending Cinema
Massimo Schiavoni

Here  it  is.  From  Settembre  28  to

October 29 2006 the summer creative

workshop  where  young  artists,

music ians,  DJ ’s  and  VJ ’s  have

animated  Trento’s  Galleria  Civica  di

Arte  Contemporanea ,  turns  into  an

actual showing, and all the experience

gathered  during  these  months  are

gathered in The End , an exhibit of the

works thus realized.

Everything  is  orchestrated  by

performer Anna De Manincor  of  the

Zimmerfrei group , who gave life to an

experience she had never had before:

transfer the whole process of artistic

production inside a showing, and have

some  of  the  most  s ign i f icant

contemporary  artists  “work”  in  close

contact with each other. The Galleria

thus becomes a place of creation and

exposition.  The  museum  �  as  the

neutral  space  where  works  of  art,

designed  to  communicate,  are  kept

and classified � is now expanded to a

broader,  relationship-based  scale,  a

dialogic  and  dynamic  context,

embracing  specific  and  transversal

competences. In short, Trento ‘s Civic

Gallery becomes the home of work-

in-progress – shared,  this  time, with

live spectators.

If “the eye is an organ that adds great

distance “, this experience lies in the

dark, where a thousands eyes and a

thousands hands have “kneaded”,  so

to  speak,  the  careful ly  chosen

ingredients  of  their  creative  stay,

sparing no energies, and overcoming

all distinctions between high and low

culture,  showing  how  the  model  of

transmission can lead to taking a step

beyond  traditional  boundaries,  as

Baudelaire  taught, in the rejection of

every systematic character. Yet what

we are seeing, here is “a system of art,

reproduc ing  the  modern  and

productive  mechanism  of  a  factory”

[Speroni,  1995  ],  with  the  obvious

differences  and  the  many  startling

improvisations. Now this place is not

merely a space to produce and create,

but  also  a  space  to  occupy  and

interpret,  to  revalue  and  control,  to

inhabit and invent.
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What I deem as most important here

is not so much the end-result of the

artistic  effort  �  which  nevertheless

fully  deserves  our  attention,  having

fulfilled  our  expectations  and  being

highly  valuable  �  but  rather  the

significance of this experiment which

is both collective as well as individual.

H i g h l i g h t i n g  t h e  c o u r s e  o f

contemporary  art  set  towards

communication  technologies  that

express devices that  can reintegrate

any kind of autonomous form: video,

graphic  art,  and  multimediality

together  with  artistic  performance

have been the focus and the core of

this  experience.  It  all  took  place

between  artif icial  and  natural,

between  art  and  function,  between

model  and  anti-model,  before  and

after �  an experience that led me to

question whether nature and art – two

reciprocally-generating values –  may

survive each other.

If art was born in Europe, and visual

art  in  America  (  Warhol  ),  Trento

becomes, willing or not, the cradle of

the connection between the spheres

of graphic design and video, between

aesthetics  and  economy.  What  we

“demand”  of  Elisabetta  Benassi  ,

Corpicrudi or Adian Paci is merely to

order  their  stereotypes  in  order  to

carry  out  a  work  of  diffusion  and

stimulation. With audio-visual arts we

can achieve results  that  less  than a

half a century ago were impossible to

achieve.  A  performing  art  such  as

dance,  in any case,  has now shaken

off  its  aura  of  courtesan  nobility,

democratically getting down towards

us. Visual techniques, maybe, offer a

new way for  the world to mock us,

and  today  art  seems  to  only  be

engaged  in  concealing  reality,  and

mask,  through  the  disguise  of  the

passing  of  time,  its  disappearance.

Today everything seems to only aspire

at being absorbed by life as much as

by art. Thus, we go from ready-made

to  reality-shows,  to  Real  or  Virtual

Time,  and  if  McLuhan  considered

modern technologies as an “extension

of man”, now we may even consider

them as slayers  of  reality  �  certainly

not up to a perfect Baudrillard level,

but  close.  Art  has  become,  in  this

case,  both  last-rehearsal  and  first

performance,  assimilation  and

t r a n s f i g u r a t i o n ,  w o r k  a n d

contemplation;  beginning,  middle,

and end, with and for the spectator,

who  is  the  real  protagonist  of  the

whole event.
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Now to the artists and the works that

l i t t le  by  l i t t le  took  shape  and

expanded  in  a  stimulating,  original

and  at  the  same  t ime  fami l iar

environment. As for Elisabetta Benassi

we can admire Yeld to total elation to

total  elation ,  shot  at  Non Valley,  a

location the artist chose for her work

on energy, the fleeting of time and its

employment,  with  a  car  running

inexorably  down a circuit  in  a  cave.

The  collective  Corpicrudi  ,  on  the

other hand, used the Gallery halls to

build their Study for Stella last ciak ,

part  of  a  series  investigating  the

relationship  between  fiction  and

reality.  Luca  Coser  created  a  video

installation  where,  from  a  slit  on  a

door we can catch glimpses of dozens

of different faces.

Gianluca  and  Massimiliano  De  Serio

invited  the  people  of  the  whole

Trentino region to a casting to find the

protagonist  of  Neverending  Maria

Jesus ,  a reinterpretation of the last

scene of their film Maria Jesus (2003),

the real story of a woman from Peru ,

a work in between representation and

memory.  Michael  Fliri  built  a  small

house within the space of the Gallery,

and realized a sequence plan during

which the artist modifies it, resulting

in four different homes.

.

Stefania Galegati shook the tranquility

of this Trentino town with a casting to

find eighty extras for her new film, a

mystery  story,  for  which  Trento  ‘s

Piazza  Duomo  filled  with  actors,

policemen,  tourists,  and  onlookers.

Adrian  Paci  plays  on  the  contrast

between the majestic images of the

Lagorai  mountains,  and  the  self-

p l a y e d  c o n c e r t  o f  c o w - b e l l s

accompanying a herd along its path.

Pennacchio  and  Argentato  ,  in  the

Fiemme Valley , shot a video between

the crests of the Dolomites, based on

the  concept  of  time  and  trace,  a

perceptive  gap  of  the  temporal

d i m e n s i o n ,  o n  t h e  i d e a  o f

forgetfulness  and  loss.  Marinella

Senatore  ,  who  also  worked  on
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setting-up the Gallery halls, presented

a rivisitation of musicals , based on a

series of “useless stories” that revolve

around the world’s greatest scholar of

snowflakes. All the things I need saw

the involvement of extras and a local

choir.

Marcello Simeone thanks also to the

technical  tools  available  on  site,

completed the editing of his project:

images  shot  in  London  and  re-

elaborated, edited, and revisited live,

under  the  eyes  of  the  Gal lery

spectators .  Suz ie  Wong+Yur i

A n c a r a n i + W a n g  I n c ‘ s  w o r k

investigated on the hidden facets of

gambling joints �  universally  alike,  in

Trento as in Rome, in Italy or abroad,

sharing the same genre of humanity,

the  same  alluring  street  signs,  the

same clientele, the same atmosphere.

.

Zapruder  Filmakergroup realized the

second episode of the Daimon series.

After  Daimon.  Il  laceratore  ,  now

comes Daimon. XXX (Trente) ,  based

on the technique of anaglyphs applied

to  local  landscapes,  with  a  literary

reference to Louis Trente’s “Le Petit”,

and Georges Bataille “The solar anus”

George Bataille’s “The solar anus”, and

“Le petit”  which he published under

the  pseudonym  of  Louis  Trente  .

ZimmerFrei  ,  authors  of  the  entire

Cinema Infinito  project,  collaborated

with Mk in the realization of yet one

more video project for their Shooting

test  series  .  Diego  Zuelli  ,  with  his

Giovane triste a Trento (Sad youth in

Trento)  ,  vaguely  reminiscent  of

Duchamp, sets his computer-graphic

creation  in  streets,  squares,  and

characteristic corners of a completely

deserted Trento , where a young boy

wanders, disoriented.

www.workartonline.it
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Gaming Realities, Videogame Art
Domenico Quaranta

The  love  affair   between  art  and

videogame has a long history at  his

back,  which could be dated back in

the mid Nineties.  A series  of  shows

and publications sanction,  along the

years,  stability,  and yet the news of

their  marr iage  reaches  us  as  a

surprise.

It is difficult, in fact, not to see a jump

of quality in the organisations, during

those months, of three events of high

level which express, in different ways,

the point on this event.  The 7 th of

October  MoMA  of  New  York  will

propose  in  worldwide  review  the

documentary  8  BIT:  A  Documentary

a b o u t  A r t  a n d  V i d e o g a m e s

(Mutationengine 2006), presented by

the curator Barbara London : ” 8 BIT 
chronicles�  the  relatively  recent

history of video game-based art, but

also  suggests  that  the  bit-bending

antics  of  the  post-video  game

generation hint at a new current in the

uncharted waters of 21st century art

history.”

In  the  cast  artists  of  the  calibre  of

Cory  Arcangel,  Mary  Flanagan,  Alex

Galloway, John Klima, Eddo Stern and

Carlo Zanni , while the soundtrack is

by some champions of 8 bits music :

Bodenstandig  2000,  Gameboyzz

Orchestra, Nullsleep, Role Model and

teamtendo.

.

In Oldenburg , Germany , continues up

to  the  5th  of  November  the  show

Playback_Simulated  Realities  ,  on

s i m u l a t i o n  t h e m e s  a n d  “ r e -

enactment”, the re-proposal of events

and  actions  of  the  recent  past.

Housed by dith Russ Site  for  Media

Art  ,  the show includes,  among the
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others, the exceptional couple Beate

Geissler  /  Oliver  Sann  and  Lynn

Hershman,  Felix  Stephan  Huber  and

Eddo Stern

The seventh edition of the medi@terra

festival, in Athens , will take place on

the  4th  and  the  8th  of  October  ,

entitled Gaming Realities devoted to

the  complex  relationship  between

artistic  production  and  videogames.

Medi@terra  made  a  name  of  itself

along the years as one of those little

peripheral  events  you  can’t  miss.  A

long  work  of  research  and  the

organisation of an expert committee-

participating actively to the selection

of proposals-  produce a four-day of

conferences, screening, events and a

show which  this  year  counts  on  30

projects.

The accuracy of this work of research

gives  the  event  the  capability  to

emphasize some ongoing tendencies

within  this  sphere  of  activity.  A  not

very  virtuous  tendency,  but  able  to

produce  occasionally  results  of

interest, trying to revitalise the heavy

tradition of the interactive installation

at à a  Ars Electronica  developing its

ludic  dimension.  A  good example  is

Grid  Chase – The 5� Dance Pad Project 
(2002)  by  the  Greek  artist  Dimi

Christopoulos , whose most important

v i r tue  is  the  low  cost  and  DIY

approach he uses to introduce himself

within  the  dance  pad  genre.  Game

mods and game patches prove to be

able to produce high level works-such

as Philosopher  Death Match  (2006)

by the American Benjamin Chang , a

patch at  Quake III  where the player

discusses  with  the great  thinkers  of

the Occidental tradition or Nowhere –
ein  welt  raum  spiel   (2004)  by  the

Austrian  Sylvia  Eckermann,  Gerald

Nestler,  Christof Cargnelli  and Oliver

Irschitz ,  a sort of abstract evolution

tending  to  the  mysticism  of  the

interface Unreal � and even authentic

masterpiece,  such  as  Max  Payne
cheats  only   by  Jodi.

.

Anyway,  the  hacking  of  existing

videogames is far from being the main

artistic comparison strategy with the

video-  ludic  means.  Videogame

seems to be, according to artists, less

and  less  a  tool  to  be  de-built,  and

more and more a medium to be re-

built,  reformed. Just think about the

a n t i - a d v e r g a m e  g e n r e ,  h e r e

represented  by  the  McDonalds’s
Videogame  (2006) by Molleindustria

and  by  Disaffected!   (2006)  by  the
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American  team  Persuasive  Games  :

games destined to a viral diffusion in

the web, overturning the promotional

perspective  of  the  advertisement

games  produced  by  societ ies

revolutionising  their  game-play.

More and more frequent are the more

consistent  productive  efforts  cases,

aiming at developing quality products

destined  for  being  sold  among

commercial  products:  a  genre  here

well  presented by  Darwinia   (2005),

sophisticated and original work by the

English  team  Introversion  Software

which has already become a cult tool

among video  players.  If  Introversion

Software,  as the French Lykno ,  the

Dutch  team  Taleoftales  and  the

Danish  Serious  Games  Interactive

�authors  of  a  game  about  the

Palestinian  conflict-trying  to  renew

from  the  inside  the  mainstream

videogame  languages,  other  groups

study alternative  strategies  of  game

design: moving the game field in the

urban tissue, such as the English Blast

Theory with Can you see me now? 
(2001), winner of the Golden Nica for

Interactive  Art  in  2003,  or  the  neo-

born Ludic Society with Ready Played 
(2006),  a  project  reinterpreting

parkour  in  the  French  suburbs  in  a

videogame; turning videogame into a

vjing tool (  Postvinyl  by the English

Mathias Fuchs ) or musical production

Fijuu2   by  Julian  Oliver  and  Steven

Pickles );  opening videogame to the

creative  intervention  and  to  the

collective elaboration of users, such as

Personal Cinema did with The making
of Balkan wars: the game  (2004) and

the Spanish collective with the project

Bordergames , which through a series

of  workshops  is  putting  at  young

emigrants’  disposal  a  videogame

engine  and  the  tools  necessary  to

draw it, but especially trying to make

them  aware  of  the  importance  of

handling new technologies.

.

Some artist games experiment within

classic forms, such as the adventure

genre  on  which  work  the  Austrian

Monochrom in Soviet Unterzogersdorf 
(2005) or the god games genre by the

S e r b i a n  E a s t w o o d  G r o u p  i n

Civilization IV � Age of Empire  (2004);

other experiment narrative and ludic

alternative  strategies,  such  as  “the

interactive drama” of Façade  (work by

the  American  Michael  Mateas  and

Andrew  Stern  )  and  the  exclusively

textual  game  play  of  Book  and
Volume  (2005) by Nick Montfort , him

too American.
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A further merit of medi@terra consists

in having approved, if yet it needed it,

the  importance  of  the  genre  of

machinima  ,  asking  the  founder  of

machinima.fr Xavier Lardy to organise

a short anthology (we remind you the

neo-born  Festival  of  the  Cinema  in

Rome  will  devote  a  review  to  this

genre in the section “extra”). Born for

t h e  n e e d  o f  v i d e o  p l a y e r s  t o

document  their  own  performances

w i t h i n  g a m e  e n v i r o n m e n t s ,

machinima  (machine  +  animation  +

cinema) are movies shot within game

environments with direction tools put

at  everyone’s  disposal  by  the  game

platform itself.

.

From  the  initial  do-  it-  yourself-

approach they have quickly  become

actual  productive  realities,  of  a

distribution  circuit,  and  even  game

development-  as  The  Movies  �

conceived with the exact purpose of

becoming a  platform for  machinima

productions.  The  Lardy  production

includes one of the “cinematographic

cases”  which  contributed  to  the

popularity of this genre,  

The French
Democracy  

 (2005).  Shot  by  the

French director Alex Chan  inside The

Movies,  this  movie  is  a  narration-

reflection  on  the  reasons  which

brought to Paris outskirts burning : an

attempt  to  make the  rebels’  reality(

and  their  eternal  dissatisfaction  as

second-class  citizens)  emerge  in  a

p h a s e  i n  w h i c h  v i o l e n c e

condemnation  was  unanimous.

P a r t i c u l a r l y  j u i c y  w e r e  t h e

conferences, especially those on the 8

th  of  October,  devoted  precisely  to

game  art,  with  the  intervention  of

J u l i a n  O l i v e r  ( f o n d a t o r e  d i

Selectparks),  Xavier Lardy, Margarete

Jahrmann (fondatrice di Ludic Society

e  artista),  Gonzalo  Frasca,  Laura

Baigorri (autrice del seminale Game as

Critic as Art), Auriea Harvey & Michael

Samyn.

http://www.8bitmovie.com/

http://www.edith-russ-haus.de/engli

sh/playback.html

http://www.mediaterra.org/en/index

.htm

http://www.machinima.com/
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Further Processing, Generative Future
Fabio Franchino

The 23rd of September 2006 Further

Processing was opened at the Galleria

Mediemturn  of  Graz,  another  rare

attempt, such as C.Stem (Torino) and

Bitform (New York) to make emerge,

from the dark world of underground,

generative  practices  and creation of

s y s t e m s  m e a n t  f o r  c r e a t i v e

production.

The  show  presented  ten  central

positions of ten artists on the issue of

generative  art  and  software  art

attr ibuting  to  the  language  of

P r o c e s s i n g  p r o g r a m m i n g  a

fundamental  central izer  role.

Processing  is  an  environment  of

development created by Ben Fry and

C.E.B. Reas in 2001 at MIT Media Lab

during  the  computational  design

course by John Maeda . Marius Watz

was  the  curator  of  the  show  and,

t h a n k s  t o  t h e  s u p p o r t  o f  t h e

Kunstverein  Medienturn  gallery,  has

created this collectivity involving the

most important and famous artists of

this field.

Those  artists  are:  Pablo  Miranda

Carranza,  Fabio  Franchino,  Ben  Fry,

Golan Levin,  Lia,  Mark Napier,  C.E.B.

Reas,  Karsten  Schmidt,  Martin

Wattenberg,  Marius  Watz

The  show  developed  in  the  most

traditional  way:  a  meeting  with

journalists and then the opening, and

will last for two months, in such a way

as  to  give  possible  collectors  the

chance  to  buy  works.  The  only

differences  from  a  traditional  show

are  its  works,  which  are  mainly

impalpable and maybe out of place in

a gallery. It is in fact a processes show

and not an objects’ one.

.
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Each  artist  showed  his  modality  in

defining a system made up of rules.

The show is divided into two distinct

a r e a s :  o n e  d e v o t e d  t o  d a t a

visualisation,  while  the  other  one

merely to generative art, with a more

hedonistic approach to aesthetics.

Within  the  zone  devoted  to  data

visualization  we  can  gaze  at  the

famous software applications by Ben

Fry  ,  Isometric  Blocks  and by Golan

Levin,  The  Dumpster  ,  produced  by

the Whitney Museum : both works are

associated with an elevated technical

technology,  while they differ  on the

theme  visualised.  Isometric  Block

shows  in  different  modalities  the

complexity  of  the  genetic  code  for

blocks,  while  Levin’s  work  shows  in

real time the comments of hundreds

of  blogs  referring  to  interpersonal

relationships, in which it is interesting

to  f ind  out  the  huge  similes  of

sentences and words by thousands of

young people worldwide, when they

have to tell someone about their own

love affairs.

Pablo Miranda Carranza experiments

with architectural principles, creating

systems  of  visualisations  of  evolved

objects  according  to  genetic  rules,

while  Martin  Wattenberg  with  his

T h i n k i n g  M a c h i n e  s h o w s  t h e

spectator  the  calculation  process  of

players in a chess match, closing this

data-visualization area.
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W i t h i n  t h e  z o n e  d e v o t e d  t o

generative-art you can find works by

C.E.B.  Reas,  Karsten  Schmidt  (aka

toxi),  Marius  Watz,  Mark  Napier,  Lia

and Fabio Franchino. In this zone each

a r t i s t  u s e s  s y s t e m s  f o r  t h e

formalisation of aesthetics, using their

own extremely tangible stylistic line.

Further Processing was another little

chapter  of  a  book prevalently  made

up  of  efforts  of  passionate  people

desiring a practice which will have a

very important role in the future, both

in art and in the creative expression as

well as in our daily life.

http://medienturm.at/mt.php?id=2&s

id=225&k=full&_pid=399

www.steirischerherbst.at/2006/engli

sh/calendar/calendar.php?eid=45

www.proce55ing.net/

www.cstem.it

www.bitforms.com/#id=34&num=1
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